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Purpose of this report
This paper summarises the CCG’s financial performance for the month of
November 2020 (Month 08) for the Governing Body and contains details
regarding:
a) Finance Performance at Month 08 which is reflective of the revised
finance regime that is in place in response to COVID-19.
b) Month 07 to M12 expenditure plans which exceed notified allocations for
the period.
c) Further anticipated ‘True-Up’ and ‘Hospital Discharge Programme’
revenue resource limit allocations.
d) Hosted allocations which are being managed on behalf of the Cheshire &
Merseyside system.
e) Revisions to forecast outturn expenditure which impacts favourably on
planned deficit.
f) The financial framework beyond the current reporting period.
Recommendation(s)
That the Committee notes:
a) The current financial position, nationally determined block contract payments
to NHS Trusts / FTS, additional COVID-19 expenditure, current and further
anticipated allocations and hosted system allocations and associated
payments.
b) That the CCG continues to work with NHS England and partners at a system
level.
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Is this subject matter confidential? Yes ☐
No ☒
Relevance to CCG Strategic Objectives / Governing Body Assurance
Framework
☐
☐
☐
☒
☐
☐

01 Commissioning for better health outcomes
02 Ensure commissioning of high quality, safe and responsive health services
03 Reduce health inequalities
04 Ensure maximum value from available resources
05 Decisions that are evidence-based and evaluated for maximum impact
06 Maintain the CCG’s reputation and safeguard public confidence
Executive summary
This paper summarises the CCG’s financial performance for the month of
November 2020 (Month 08) for the Governing Body. The paper also includes
an update on the financial framework beyond Month 06.
Governance and reporting arrangements
(list the committees, groups or other bodies that have discussed this report)

Date

Meeting

22/12/20 Performance
Committee

&

Decision made / outcome

Quality N/A

Were there any conflicts of interest identified at any of the above meetings?

Yes ☐ No ☐
If ‘Yes, please give brief details:

Implications
Quality
Patient Experience
Conflicts of interest
Equality / PSED
Privacy or GDPR
Workforce
Are there any risks associated with this
report or its recommendations?
Are these risks included on the Corporate
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Yes
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☒

No
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

N/A
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☐

☒

☐

☐

Risk Register (CRR) or GBAF?
If ‘yes’, please provide CRR/GBAF reference number and risk description:
GBAF04: Failure to achieve required financial position in 20-21 as a result of
increases in expenditure in excess of resources allocated to the CCG.

Equality & Human Rights Analysis
Yes No
N/A
Do the issue(s) identified in this report affect one of the ☐
☐
☒
protected group(s) less or more favourably than any
other?
Are there any valid legal/regulatory reasons for ☐
☐
☒
discriminatory practice?
If the answer to either of the above two questions is ‘YES’, please include
a section in this report explaining why.
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GOVERNING BODY
Tuesday 12th January 2021
Title of Report

FINANCE UPDATE: NOVEMBER 2020 (Month 08)

Lead Governor

Jan Ledward
Chief Officer

Senior Management Team Lead

Mark Bakewell
Chief Finance & Contracting Officer

Report Author

Peter Quayle – Head of Financial Management
Rebecca Tunstall – Deputy Chief Finance Officer

Summary

This paper summarises the CCG’s financial performance for the month of November 2020 (Month 08) for the Governing Body
and contains details regarding:
 Reporting continues to reflect the revised finance framework in place as a result of COVID-19 pandemic with adjusted ‘inyear’ allocations, separate ‘true-up’ allocations for M1-6 and separate ‘Hospital Discharge Programme’ funding streams
 Month 07 to M12 expenditure forecasts exceed notified allocations for the period (as part of Cheshire & Merseyside
‘envelope’), but additional resources and further revisions to forecast outturn expenditure ahead of month 8 reporting
reduced the current plan deficit position to £8.3m from £10.8m at Month 7 (now established as the ‘plan’ for m7-12 for NHS
England returns).
 Month 08 forecast outturn deficit of £7.3m, after anticipated HDP true-up funding, is £0.94m favourable to plan.
 System allocations are being hosted by Liverpool CCG on behalf of the Cheshire & Merseyside system.

Recommendation
That Liverpool CCG’s Governing Body notes:
 The current deficit financial position for the period M7-12, and work continues with NHS England and system partners to
identify next steps to further reduce the gap compared to the available resource envelope
Relevant Standards or targets

 Financial Duties
 NHS England Business Rules
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1. Executive Summary
Overall Financial Position
•
The CCG is currently reporting a £7.34m deficit forecast outturn position as at 30th November 2020 for the period M7-12, this deficit position is however on the basis that the additional Month
07 & Month 08 Hospital Discharge Programme (HDP) costs of £7.47m are nationally funded.
•
The M7-12 deficit position of £7.34m is an improvement of £3.50m compared to the position assumed at the end of month 7 (£10.84m) and incorporates additional SDF funding of £2.59m to
mitigate related plan costs.
•
Receipt of Month 06 ‘True-Up’ funding of £5.83m gives a revised break-even performance for the CCG in the first six months of the year.
•
The CCG is also hosting ‘system’ funding of £326.9m on behalf of the C&M partnership and making associated transfers to other CCG’s and payments to NHS providers, with year to date and
forecast outturn expenditure consistent with hosted allocations.
•
COVID-19 specific costs currently total £21.13m. Covid ‘true-up funding of £13.09m has been received to date. £7.47m HDP funding is anticipated, leaving a balance of £0.57m to be met from
M07-M12 resources allocations.
Revenue Resource Limit (Allocation)
•
The CCG has received RRL allocations totalling £497.2m in respect of April to September, following the receipt of £5.8m M06 ‘true-up’ allocations during Nov-20, which brings total allocations
for the period in line with reported Month 06 year to date expenditure of £497.2m.
•
The CCG’s own notified RRL allocations for October to March 2021 total £488.5m (which is £7.3m below revised forecast expenditure levels for m7-12 resulting in a corresponding deficit).
•
Hospital Discharge Programme (HDP) costs have been excluded from notified allocations, with these costs to be nationally funded as incurred.
•
As host to Cheshire & Merseyside system funding, the CCG has received system allocations totalling £326.9m, with corresponding payments due to NHS providers.
Financial Regime
•
Fixed block payments continue to be made to NHS providers during the m7-12 period, with separate funding streams for Hospital Discharge Programme.
•
External claims can no longer be made for incurred COVID related expenditure relating to the period m7-12, the CCG has received an additional share of the C&M envelope in respect of
anticipated ‘COVID’ costs
•
Liverpool CCG has agreed to host C&M HCP resources and system agreed Top-up, Covid and Growth payments to NHS providers within Cheshire and Merseyside. This has resulted in an increase
in resources of £326.9m, together with associated expenditure which will be reflected in the annual accounts for the CCG as extraordinary non-recurrent in-year adjustments.
•
CCG and Provider plans collectively exceed available resources at a Cheshire & Merseyside system level, with plan deficits subject to continuing review and challenge.
Reserves, Investments & Cash Releasing Efficiency Savings
•
The CCG’s plan reserves currently include earmarked allocations that have yet to be applied, together with the realignment of a number of budgets to reserves, where costs have been
forecast below original planned levels (including Social Prescribing and BCF).
•
Unapplied System and Health Care Partnership allocations are also held within Reserves pending further HCP guidance on its intended application.
•
Original Planned Investments and Cash Releasing Efficiency Savings were suspended as the NHS focuses on its response to COVID-19 under NHS England’s Command and Control regime.
Financial Risk
•
Financial planning guidance covering the period Oct-20 to Mar-21 expects NHS Commissioners and Providers to contain costs within a C&M HCP system resource envelope.
•
System wide work is on-going to assess the scale of the challenge to deliver services in the remaining months of the year compared to the total resource envelope.

Overall Conclusion – M07 to M12 Expenditure Plan exceeds notified allocations resulting in a forecast deficit for the final 6 months of 2020/21.
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2. Revenue Resource Limit
Revenue Resource Limit - SUMMARY
Baseline Recurrent Programme Allocation *
Baseline Non-Recurrent Programme Allocations
In-Year Programme Allocations
Commissioner Sustainability Fund
Primary Care Co Commissioning
Total Revenue Resource Limit (Programme)
Running Costs Allocation
Total In-Year Allocation
Prior Year (carried forward) Surplus after Draw Down
Total Liverpool CCG Allocation
Hosted C&M System Allocations
Hosted C&M Health Care Partnership Allocations
TOTAL ALLOCATIONS

MONTH 7

New

MONTH 8

£000
879,348
0
(9,087)
13,407
81,496
965,164
8,653
973,817
0
973,817
309,423
500
1,283,740

£000
0
0
5,506
5,829
497
11,832
0
11,832
0
11,832
134
16,793
28,759

£000
879,348
0
(3,581)
19,236
81,993
976,996
8,653
985,649
0
985,649
309,557
17,293
1,312,499

Key Messages
a. Baseline "In-Year" revenue resource limit (RRL) allocations totalled £970.9m for 2020/21. Revenue resource
limit allocations may be revised throughout the financial year. The CCG's expenditure is not permitted to
exceed its revised "in-year" RRL allocation under NHS England Business Rules.
b. Baseline allocations were notified prior to the closure of the 2019/20 annual financial accounts. As such, any
prior year carry forward of surplus or agreed draw down had not been finalised at the time that baseline
allocations were notified to CCGs.
c. As a consequence of COVID-19, a temporary finance regime covering the period from April to Sep-20 was
put in place by NHSEI, with retro COVID and Non-COVID true-up funding, resulting in total CCG resources of
£497.2m for the first 6 months of the year, delivering a cumulative break-even position for the period.
d. The CCG's allocations now total £985.6m for the year, with allocations increasing by £11.8m during Nov-20,
of which £5.8m related to the receipt of retrospective M06 'true-up' funding. New Programme and Primary
Care allocations totalling £6.0m were received during M08 as analysed in the supporting table.
e. Liverpool CCG is acting as the host for the Cheshire & Merseyside System allocations £309.6m and C&M
Health Care Partnership (HCP) resources £17.3m. The HCP direct the utilisation of these resources. System
Top-up, Covid and Growth allocations totalling £305.2m are currently being paid directly to NHS Providers,
with the balance of System & HCP resources being held within Reserves awaiting further instruction.
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FURTHER ANALYSIS OF ALLOCATIONS
In-Year Programme Allocations
Clatterbridge Lymphoemedia *
Prospective M01-M06 allocation & M07-M12 NHSE Model Breakeven adjustments
System Funding transferred to Liverpool CCG
SDF Lung Health Checks £346k; Glucose Monitoring £71k & CYPMS Green Paper £960k.
Adult MH Individual Placement Support £85k & Integrated Community Teams
Envelope Improvement - SDF Timing
Remote monitoring (telehealth)
Digital first primary care
Perinatal - MOCT
Winter Pressures
Adult MH - Integrated Community Teams
Share2Care (Alder Hey)
MH Resilience Hubs
LD Flash Gloucose £15k, Lloyd George digitisation £25k & CYP Pallative / EoL care £33k
C&M HCP transferred to / from Liverpool CCG
Total Non-Recurrent Allocation

£000
11
(27,365)
16,377
1,377
513
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(9,087)

£000
0
0
(25)
0
0
2,585
500
481
270
768
658
1,097
598
73
(1,499)
5,506

£000
11
(27,365)
16,352
1,377
513
2,585
500
481
270
768
658
1,097
598
73
(1,499)
(3,581)

Commissioner Sustainability Fund
RETRO COVID-19 top-up allocation
RETRO NON-COVID top-up allocation
Total Commissioner Sustainability Fund Allocations

£000
7,776
5,631
13,407

£000
5,312
517
5,829

£000
13,088
6,148
19,236

Primary Care Co-Commissioning Allocations
Baseline Primary Care Co-commissioning allocation *
Prospective M01 to M06 delegated Non-Recurrent adjustment
Impact & Investment Fund and increase in practice funding
Care Homes Premium
Total Primary Care Co-Commissioning Allocation

£000
82,258
(762)
0
0
81,496

£000
0
0
336
161
497

£000
82,258
(762)
336
161
81,993

Running Costs Allocations
Baseline Allocation *
Prospective M01 to M06 running costs Non-Recurrent Adjustment
Total Running Cost Allocation

£000
9,267
(614)
8,653

£000
0
0
0

£000
9,267
(614)
8,653

£000
341,457
(15,157)
(16,377)
(500)
309,423

£000
0
109
25
0
134

£000
341,457
(15,048)
(16,352)
(500)
309,557

£000
0
0
0
0
0
0
500
500

£000
4,671
350
752
7,021
2,500
1,499
0
16,793

£000
4,671
350
752
7,021
2,500
1,499
500
17,293

Cheshire & Merseyside System Allocations
System Top-Up, COVID & Growth
System Funding - transferred to / from Other CCGs
System Funding - transferred to / from Liverpool CCG
System Funding - transferred to C&M HCP (Hosted)
Total Hosted C&M System Allocations
C&M Hosted Health Care Partnership (HCP) Allocations
C&M HCP (Hosted Funding) - Other CCGs
C&M C-19 Mass Vac ICS PMO Support
C&M System Leadership / preparation funding / fair shares
C&M Co-Commissioning Fair Shares allocation
C&M Enhanced Occupational Health & Wellbeing Pilots
C&M HCP - transferred to / from Liverpool CCG
C&M HCP transferred from System funding
Total Hosted C&M HCP Allocations

3.a Operating Cost Statement
Expenditure Area
Acute Services

Full Year

Year to Date

Budget
£000
745,775

Budget
£000
408,478

Actual
£000
408,538

Forecast
Variance
£000

60

Outturn
£000
745,836

Memo
Variance
£000

60

M6 YTD Var
£000
0

138,605

78,919

78,957

38

138,541

(64)

0

54,640

34,894

35,354

461

55,213

574

0

103,013

67,276

67,730

454

103,606

593

0

Other Programme

36,721

27,902

34,962

7,060

44,088

7,367

0

Commissioning Reserves

23,112

5,752

5,239

(514)

21,982

(1,130)

0

209,675

139,841

139,253

(587)

208,932

(743)

0

Sub Total - Programme Expenditure
Corporate

1,311,541
9,237

763,061
6,169

770,033
6,132

6,972
(37)

1,318,197
9,109

6,656
(128)

0
0

TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Planned Deficit

1,320,778
(8,279)

769,230
(1,846)

776,165
0

6,935
1,846

1,327,306
0

6,528
8,279

0
0

TOTAL INCLUDING PLANNED DEFICT

1,312,499

767,385

776,165

8,781

1,327,306

14,807

0

7,468

7,468

0

(7,468)

0

(7,468)

0

0

240

0

(240)

0

0

0

1,319,967

775,093

776,165

1,072

1,327,306

7,339

0

Community
Continuing Care
Mental Health

Primary Care & Prescribing

Anticipated M07 & M08 HDP funding outside of system
Anticipated Independent Sector funding - costs above M1-4 levels
REVISED VARIANCE (after anticipated 'true up')

Month 08 Reporting
M07 to M12 revised expenditure budgets had been set in excess of
notified Revenue Resource Limits, resulting in a plan deficit of
£8.28m. This represents a £3.61m improvement to Plan, following
receipt of SDF funding of £2.59m and other revisions to plan of
£1.02m notably in respect of prescribing costs.
Expenditure is forecast to exceed resources by £7.34m (after receipt
of anticipated Hospital Discharge Funding of £7.47m). This
represents a further £0.94m improvement compared to the Plan
deficit of £8.28m
The full year budgets include £326.9m of hosted System and HCP
funding, with YTD and FOT expenditure consistent with budget.
M06 retrospective true-up allocations were received during M08
resulting in a financial break-even position for the first 6 months of
2020/21.

Key Messages
Acute Services: is reporting a £60k year-to-date (YTD) adverse variance at M08 (Forecast Outturn (FOT) adverse variance £60k), following the settlement of 2019/20 NHS Provider service level agreement outturn costs. Other net costs are consistent with
notified NHSEI contract values and System payments.
Community Services: is reporting a £38k YTD adverse variance at M08 (FOT £64k favourable), comprising: £190k independent sector spend at M08 above M01-M04 levels, for which additional funding is anticipated (FOT £0k as per NHSEI reporting
guidance). Reduced Better Care Fund recharges £105k favourable variance (FOT £105k), Telehealth underspend £90k (FOT £90k), other net costs £43k adverse to plan (FOT £131k including BPAS forecast).
Continuing Care Services: Is reporting a £461k YTD favourable variance at M08 (FOT £574k adverse), comprising: £226k M07 & M08 Hospital Discharge Programme costs for which additional funding is anticipated (FOT £226k adverse variance reported as
per NHSEI reporting guidance). Other packages of care costs are £235k in excess of plan at M08 based on latest available data (FOT £348k adverse to plan).
Mental Health Services: Is reporting a £454k YTD adverse variance at M08 (FOT £593k), comprising: MH contracts £512k adverse to plan at M08 (including Warrington CCG Perinatal MH recharge) (FOT £642k adverse). Other Mental Health costs are £58k
favourable at M08 (FOT £49k favourable).
Other Programme: Is reporting a £7,060k adverse variance at M08 (FOT £7,367k), comprising: £7,242k M07 & M08 Hospital Discharge Programme costs for which external funding is anticipated (FOT costs of £7,242k, consistent with M07 & M08 costs,
are reported as per NHSEI guidance). Other YTD costs are £182k favourable to budget (FOT £125k adverse due to increased Hunter Street swabbing centre costs being forecast to financial year-end). .
Commissioning Reserves: Is reporting a £514k YTD favourable variance at M08 (FOT £1,130k) following the realignment of budgets to reserves, where costs have been forecast below original planned levels (including Social Prescribing and BCF).
Primary Care & Prescribing: Is reporting a £587k YTD favourable variance at M08 (FOT £743k favourable), comprising: £446k favourable GPIT variance at M08 (FOT £603k), List Size payments favourable to plan £51k YTD (£74k FOT), Premises costs £83k
favourable YTD (FOT £101k) and other net costs £7k favourable at M08 (FOT £35k adverse).
Corporate - Running costs are reporting a £37k YTD favourable variance (FOT £128k favourable) largely due to the level of current staffing vacancies and additional recharges for shared posts across Liverpool and Knowsley CCGs.
Anticipated Funding: Hospital Discharge Programme costs and excess Independent Sector costs above M01 to M04 levels are to be funded by NHSEI from outside of Cheshire and Merseyside system allocations. The revised deficit of £7.34m after
anticipated true-up funding, represents a £0.94m improvement to the Plan deficit of £8.28m
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3b. Operating Costs: COVID-19 Expenditure Analysis
LCCG Long
List Ref

TYPE

1
2
3
4
5
8
11
13
26
27
28
30
31
35
43
44
49
51
55
57
58
62
63
64
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
76
77
79
81
82
83
84
85
89
90
91
92
93
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
Revenue
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COVID-19 Scheme
Revitalise - PHB Respite
SMS text messaging service (GP Practices)
Bluetooth Headset licences for CISCO softphones
Primary Care 24 - Out of Hours
Telehealth additional LCCG capacity from 2,000 to 6,000 patients.
LCCG - 2nd on-call
CCS Media Ltd & EMIS - GPIT Laptops
Bluetooth Headset Costs
MENCAP - Support for 12 vulnerable LD service users with IT.
Samaritans - telephone crisis support
APTCREATIVE - GP Coronavirus Banners
GP letters to vulnerable patients
Xenzone - Additional KOOTH children and young people capacity
SMR Social - facebook ad campaign - COVID-19
Installation of Perspex screens - Various GP Practices
LNA Leadership team working
GP Practices - PPE
Incident Response Team skeleton staff Easter Bank Holidays
Training Courses - Virtual Minute Taking and Chairing
AMHP (Approved Mental Health Professional) assessments
Discharge Costs re £1.3bn - PHB Respite Care - alternative care package
LCCG Hunter Street Swabbing Hubs
MLCSU - COVID-19 CHC Staff support costs
Discharge Costs re: £1.3bn - Hospital Discharges
LCVS support to Shielding vulnerable patients.
GP Practices - Bank Holidays
GP Practices - Digital / IT
GP Practices - Medical Equipment
GP Practices - Cleaning / Cleaning Products
GP Practices - Misc. / Sundries
Primary Care 24 - Deceased Management Service
Various Pharmacies - Medicines Optimisation - End of Life care.
Telehealth additional capacity for C&M
Discharge Costs re: £1.3bn - various CYP packages
Additional Bandwidth to support Covid-19 response
GP IT Revenue costs
Asylum - Health Assessments
Telehealth additional LCCG capacity recurrent revenue costs
BT WAQ computer software license costs
Personal Health Budgets (PHB) PPE costs
Additional security at community premises
Coronavirus Communications & Engagement
GP Practices - COVID-19 Overtime costs
GP Practices - COVID-19 Sickness Cover
LUFTH -Asylum Health installation of shelter to support TB vaccinations
Interpreter - for virtual CHC review
Choose & Book Team - response to increased demand
Cygnet Health - increased independent sector costs
Additional BI costs in support of Covid response.
NHSPS - IT installation costs to increase Croxteth HC capacity
Discharge Costs re: Nurse Assessments
CHC remote management of patients
Disabilities Trust
TOTAL COVID-19 COSTS

Year-to-Date
Month 07
£000
6.0
176.6
4.9
58.6
677.5
1.4
154.9
17.8
4.0
11.0
0.9
20.1
68.5
15.0
93.3
7.2
86.6
8.1
0.2
0.4
13.4
409.0
36.0
12,840.7
81.0
643.1
2.4
18.0
56.7
24.8
3.9
33.0
353.4
14.7
51.3
1.5
15.9
411.1
66.1
10.5
1.3
42.1
44.8
14.9
3.3
0.0
0.0
1.8
0.0
3.6
110.0
70.5
0.0
16,791.8

Nov-20
Actual
£000

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
(0.1)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.3
20.5
0.0
3,878.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
87.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.1
0.0
4.2
0.0
110.0
229.1
7.1
4,341.5

Year-to-Date
Month 08
£000
6.0
176.6
4.9
58.6
677.5
1.4
154.9
17.8
4.0
11.0
0.9
20.0
68.5
15.0
93.3
7.2
86.6
8.1
0.2
0.4
15.7
429.5
36.0
16,719.6
81.0
643.1
2.4
18.0
56.7
24.8
3.9
33.0
353.4
15.9
51.3
1.5
15.9
498.2
66.1
10.5
1.3
42.1
44.8
14.9
3.3
0.1
1.1
1.8
4.2
3.6
220.0
299.7
7.1
21,133.3

KEY MESSAGE
Liverpool CCG has incurred COVID-19 costs totalling £21.13m during the first eight
months of 2020/21.
COVID-19 costs totalling £4.34m were incurred during November 2020, which
includes revised Hospital Discharge Programme costs following receipt of latest
activity and finance data from MLCSU/LCC.
All COVID-19 cost proposals are considered by SLT before schemes are advanced.
Capital expenditure requires prior approval from NHSE before any costs are
incurred.
£1.53m of costs have been incurred to date in support of increased Telehealth
capacity for Liverpool and the wider Cheshire and Merseyside system.
Hospital discharge costs have increase to £16.91m at the end of November 2020,
based on latest available data, of which £7.47m has been incurred during M07
and M08 for which additional national funding is due to the CCG.
GP Practices have submitted claims for reimbursement of their directly incurred
additional COVID-19 related costs totalling £0.89m to date. Additional costs of
£0.45m have also been met by the CCG in support of GP communications with
patients, installation of perspex screens in GP premises and the provision of
Laptops to GP practices.
The CCG has received COVID-19 funding of £13.09m in respect of all costs
incurred during April to September. Additional national funding of £7.47m is
expected from NHSE in respect of Hospital Discharge Programme costs incurred
during M07 & M08. Other COVID-19 costs totalling £0.57m have been incurred
during October & November which are to be met from the CCG's M07-M12
revenue resource limit allocations.

4. Statement of Financial Position
Statement of Financial Position

31-Mar-20
£000
0

30-Nov-20
£000
0

Movement
£000
0

14

1,033

1,018

Other Current Assets

14,143

120,832

106,689

Total Current Assets

14,157

121,865

107,708

TOTAL ASSETS

14,157

121,865

107,708

Accounts Payable / Accruals

57,502

76,638

19,137

Total Current Liabilities

57,502

76,638

19,137

Retained Earnings incl. In Year

(43,345)

45,226

88,571

Total Taxpayers Equity

(43,345)

45,226

88,571

14,157

121,865

107,708

Total Non-Current Assets
Cash

TOTAL EQUITY + LIABILITIES

Key Messages
Cash - Cash balances are expected to be at minimum levels at the financial year-end.
Throughout the year, CCGs are required to maintain month end cash balances at no more
than 1.25% of cash draw down for the month. The November month end cash balance of
£1.03m represents 0.80% of the £129.4m draw-down for the month and is within the cash
target.
Other Current Assets - have increased by £106.7m in-year to a value of £120.8m at 30th
November 2020. Current assets includes LCCG's monthly pre-payment of NHS Trust / FT's
block contracts amounting to £55.3m per month, together with the C&M Health Care
Partnership hosted System funding prepayment of £50.9m. These pre-payment are in
accordance with NHSE/I cash management guidance and is to assist NHS Providers with
cashflows and to facilitate the prompt payment of creditors during the current COVID-19
response.
Accounts Payable / Accrued Expenditure - has increased by £19.1m in-year to a value of
£76.6m at 30th November 2020, which includes an increase in liabilities with Liverpool
City Council of £12.4m reflective of the Covid-19 Hospital Discharge Programme payment
arrangements.
Retained Earnings - has changed from -£43.3m to +£45.2m at 30th November 2020. The
movement reflects year-to-date financial performance, plus / minus movements in
working capital balances. The additional drawdown of cash in April to double up on NHS
provider block payments (April & May's blocks paid over in Apr-20) and the Cheshire &
Merseyside system payments being paid monthly in advance has significantly impacted on
Total Taxpayers Equity.
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5. Better Payment Practice Code
BPPC - 1st April 2020 to 30th November 2020

Total Number of
Invoices Paid

Total Paid within
Target

Compliance
% age

Value Paid within
Target
£000
640,647

Compliance
% age

97.3%

Total Value of
Invoices Paid
£000
641,060

NHS

1,561

1,519

NON NHS

10,218

10,042

98.3%

155,316

150,750

97.1%

Better Payment Practice Code

Target

M01
YTD

M02
YTD

M03
YTD

M04
YTD

M05
YTD

M06
YTD

M07
YTD

M08
YTD

Performance by Volume – NHS

95%

94.7%

95.3%

95.9%

96.5%

96.8%

96.9%

97.1%

97.3%

Performance by Volume - Non-NHS

95%

98.1%

98.0%

98.1%

98.0%

98.2%

98.3%

98.3%

98.3%

Performance by Value – NHS

95%

99.9%

99.9%

99.9%

99.9%

99.9%

99.9%

99.9%

99.9%

Performance by Value - Non-NHS

95%

95.7%

97.3%

98.3%

98.4%

98.6%

98.7%

98.7%

97.1%

M09
YTD

M10
YTD

99.9%

M11
YTD

M12
YTD

KEY MESSAGES

Under the Better Payment Practice Code (BPPC), CCGs are expected to pay 95% of all creditors within 30 days of the receipt of a valid invoice.
The year to date BPPC performance are all compliant with target. Cumulative performance for the volume of NHS invoice paid in compliance with the standard now stands at
97.3%, NHS value 99.9%, Non NHS volume 98.3% and Non-NHS value 97.1%.
The April 2020 BPPC performance for NHS volume at 94.7% compliance was two invoices short of the target for the month. It should be noted that it is the cumulative BPPC
performance that the CCG is required to report in its Annual Accounts and the CCG's cumulative performance exceeds this target.
November's performance for NHS volume (98.77%), NHS value (99.98%) Non-NHS volume (97.97%) all exceeded the BPPC target for the month. Non NHS Value at 86.21% fell
below target due to the late payment of a high value invoice to Liverpool City Council. This has reduced the cumulative performance for Non NHS Value by 1.6% to 97.1% which
continues to exeed the 95% BPPC target for the year.
The BPPC target of 95% compliance for the 2020/21 financial year is expected to be achieved. Cashflow forecasting informing the monthly cash drawdown will remain critical to
delivering future BPPC compliance, together with operational staff engagement in reviewing and authorising valid invoices in a timely manner.
The CCG is required to publish its BPPC performance in its Annual Report and Accounts each year.
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6. M7-12 Financial Framework – Next Steps
Recent organisation plan re-submissions continue to indicate a sizeable deficit
position across the Cheshire & Merseyside system.
Current expenditure forecasts continue to be reviewed and challenged by NHSEI
with a view to further reduce the Cheshire & Merseyside system deficit.
Hospital Discharge Programme costs and Independent Sector costs above M01 to
M04 baseline levels, to be funded nationally.
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7. Conclusion
The CCG’s revised expenditure plan for 20/21 M7-12 exceeds available resources by £8.3m
resulting in a corresponding plan deficit (based on available info at M7).
Updated information as at Month 8 has resulted in a reduction in forecast deficit to £7.3m( this is
after assumed M7 & M8 HDP funding).
Cheshire & Merseyside provider and commissioner plans continue to be scrutinised by NHSEI and
the Health Care Partnership given that current expenditure forecasts exceed the System resource
envelope.
The Governing Body is asked to note the contents of this report.
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Reporting to:

Liverpool CCG Performance & Quality Committee

Date of Meeting:

22nd December 2020

Title of Report:

December 2020 Corporate Performance Report

Presented by

Dave Horsfield, Head of Programmes & Transformation

Report Author

Laura Buckels, Senior Performance Manager
Shan Mattock, Lead Intelligence Analyst- Performance
Dr Fiona Lemmens, Chair

Lead Governor
Senior Leadership
Team Lead
Report Category

Dave Horsfield, Head of Programmes & Transformation
Decision ☐

Discussion ☐

Assurance ☒

Information ☐

Purpose of this report
This report is to provide members of the committee with:
• CCG performance against of key NHS Constitutional measures, quality standards,
performance and outcomes targets for the period of October 2020.
Recommendation(s)
The Committee is asked to:
a) Note the performance of the CCG in the delivery of key national performance indicators
for the period highlighted and of the recovery actions taken to improve performance and
quality.
b) Determine if the levels of assurance given are adequate in terms of mitigating actions,
particularly where risks to the CCG’s strategic objectives are highlighted.
Is this subject matter confidential?
No ☒
Yes ☐
Relevance to CCG Strategic Objectives / Governing Body Assurance Framework
01
02
03
04
05
06

Commissioning for better health outcomes
Ensure commissioning of high quality, safe and responsive health services
Reduce health inequalities
Ensure maximum value from available resources
Decisions that are evidence-based and evaluated for maximum impact
Maintain the CCG’s reputation and safeguard public confidence

1
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☐
☒
☐
☒
☐
☒

Executive summary
• Targets were met in 14/30 reported indicators.
• Targets were not met in 16/30 reported indicators.
• Actions are in place to provide assurance to the Committee in relation to those areas
where targets were not met.
Governance and reporting arrangements
(list the committees, groups or other bodies that have discussed this report)
Date

Meeting

Decision made / outcome

Were there any conflicts of interest identified at any of the above meetings?
Yes ☐
No ☐
If ‘Yes, please give brief details:

Implications
Quality
Patient Experience
Conflicts of interest
Equality / PSED
Privacy or GDPR
Workforce
Are there any risks associated with this report or its
recommendations?
Are these risks included on the Corporate Risk
Register (CRR) or GBAF?

Yes
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

No
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

N/A
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☒
☐

☐

☐

☐

If ‘yes’, please provide CRR/GBAF reference number and risk description:

Equality & Human Rights Analysis
Yes
No
N/A
Do the issue(s) identified in this report affect one of the protected ☐
☐
☒
group(s) less or more favorably than any other?
Are there any valid legal/regulatory reasons for discriminatory ☐
☐
☒
practice?
If the answer to either of the above two questions is ‘YES’, please include a section in
this report explaining why.
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1.

BACKGROUND

The CCG is held to account by NHS England for performance against key indicators as defined in the
NHS Oversight Framework, which requires the CCG to focus on maintaining and improving performance
against the measures in the five domains of New Service Models; Preventing Ill-Health and Reducing
Inequalities; Quality of Care and Outcomes; Leadership and Workforce; and, Finance and Use of
Resources. Ultimately, the CCG Governing Body has to be assured that the services we commission are
delivering NHS Constitutional, national and quality standards to meet these local system priorities and
achieve the CCG’s aims of a radical upgrade in population health, a strong focus on prevention and
reduced health inequalities.
As explained in previous reports, the Corporate Performance Report has been further developed for the
financial year 20/21 with a number of changes to the report structure. A one-page summary of
performance is retained; this will refer only to the main Constitutional and quality standards. When NHS
England recommence reporting against the wider NHS Oversight framework, a summary of performance
against this will also be included. It will also be expanded to give an overview of other performance
issues that Performance Committee deem appropriate to escalate to governing body, in line with the
Performance Framework.
The exception reports and the organisation dashboard give (where appropriate) an indication of the
‘variation’ and ‘assurance’ of an indicator. The aim of these symbols is to provide Governing Body with
the level of confidence there is related to an indicator.
The data for each indicator is entered into a statistical process control chart tool, developed by NHS
Improvement 1. Based on this, it is possible to calculate the amount by which the measure usually varies,
and to make a judgement about whether the indicator is likely to consistently meet its target, or not.
Using these two pieces of information, an informed decision can be made regarding the performance of
an indicator.
For example, an indicator may hit the target one month- this does not automatically mean that it will
continue to do so- if an indicator usually varies a lot month on month, it may be just as likely that it won’tthe symbols will indicate this.
Symbols in blue are positive in terms of performance, symbols in orange are negative and those shown
in grey are neither.
The aim of this report is to provide a balance between reporting the most current local NHS performance
data and trends with meaningful insight of the potential/actual risks to quality, safety and patient care
from sub-optimal provider performance.
The Corporate Performance Report will continue to draw the Governing Body’s attention to specific
areas of concern/risk in addition to providing relevant assurances on the key mitigating actions taken at
both CCG and provider level to improve the position.
2.

OCTOBER 2020 PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

The data used and referenced in this report is the most current at the time of writing. Specifically, for the
month of December 2020, performance data mainly from October 2020 has been used as the basis of
the analysis.

1

https://improvement.nhs.uk/resources/statistical-process-control-tool/
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2.1 HIGHLIGHTS
The CCG met its target against 14 out of 30 reported indicators. Of note:
•
•
•
•
•

28 Day Faster Diagnosis Standard continues to be maintained above the target.
2WW also maintains performance above target, with Liverpool CCG being benchmarked as best
in Peer Group.
Breast Symptomatic continues to perform above the standard, with Liverpool CCG being
benchmarked second in Peer Group.
31 Day Decision to Treat to Treatment standard continues to perform above target.
Cancer 31 Day Standard to subsequent treatment for both Anti-Cancer Drugs not only met the
target, but Liverpool CCG also benchmarked as best in peer group.

2.2. AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
The CCG did not meet its targets for 16 of the 30 reported indicators.
Some areas continue to show a deteriorating trend, most notably:
•
•
•

Dementia diagnosis rate
Learning Disability Annual Health Checks
Physical Health Checks for People with SMI

This is of concern given the health inequalities experienced by people with Learning Disabilities and
Mental illness.
NWAS performance against national standards has deteriorated based on the most recent data, so an
exception report is included.
Despite not meeting the targets in some areas, there is still some progress to be seen:
•

RTT Incomplete pathways within 18 weeks has shown 3 consecutive months of improvement.

•

Performance against the 6-week Diagnostic Waiting Time standard has improved for the sixth
consecutive month.

•

It should be noted that, despite not meeting the standard, achievement against the 62 Day
Cancer Standard from urgent GP referral to treatment is the 2nd highest it has been since March
2018 and benchmarks best in Peer Group.

•

IAPT Access has improved for the second consecutive reporting period, and Recovery for the
third consecutive reporting period.

There are pressures across the system due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The full performance summary can be seen overleaf, followed by the relevant exception reports and the
Liverpool CCG organisational dashboard.
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2.3 PERFORMANCE AT A GLANCE
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2.4. EXCEPTION REPORTS
2.4.1 AE 4 HOUR WAITING TIME TARGET
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2.4.2 DIAGNOSTIC WAITING TIMES
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2.4.3 CANCER WAITING TIMES

Ctd overleaf…
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2.4.4 RTT INCOMPLETE PATHWAYS
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2.4.5 RTT INCOMPLETE 52 WEEK WAITERS & WAITING LIST SIZE
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2.4.6 CYP EATING DISORDERS WAITING TIMES

2.4.7 IAPT ACCESS & RECOVERY
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2.4.8 LEARNING DISABILITY ANNUAL HEALTHCHECKS
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2.4.9 DEMENTIA DIAGNOSIS RATE
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2.4.11 PHYSICAL HEALTH CHECKS FOR PEOPLE WITH SMI
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2.4.12 NWAS
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3.

4.

NEXT STEPS

STATUTORY/LEGAL/REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS (only
applicable to strategy & commissioning papers)
4.1

Does this require public engagement or has public engagement
been carried out? Yes ☐ No ☒
i.

If ‘no’ explain why

ii.

If yes attach either the engagement plan or the engagement report
as an appendix. Summarise key engagement issues/learning and
how responded to.

5. EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
5.1
5.2
5.3

6.

Does the public sector equality duty apply? Yes ☐ No ☒
If ‘no’, please state why.
If ‘yes’ summarise equalities issues, action taken/to be taken and attach
engagement EIA (or separate EIA if no engagement required). If
completed state how EIA is/has affected final proposal.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS AND RISK
Describe how this will promote financial sustainability or risks to delivery of the
CCG’s Financial Plan (if applicable).

7.

WORKFORCE IMPLICATIONS
Describe how this will affect internal workforce capacity (e.g. working at scale,
joint working, accommodation etc.) if applicable.

8.

COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
Describe how this will be communicated to staff, stakeholders, patients and / or
public (including timescales).

9.

CONCLUSION
Where performance is at variance to plan, action is underway with Trusts
to deliver corrective action to improve performance. Performance has
been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and recovery plans and actions
are in place across the system to address this, with reference to the
planning guidance.
Laura Buckels, Senior Performance Manager
Shan Mattock, Lead Intelligence Analyst- Performance
ENDS
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Appendix 1: Liverpool CCG Organisational Dashboard
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Appendix 2: December 20 Liverpool CCG Peer Group Reference Document
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Status of these minutes (check one box):
Draft for Approval:

☐

Report to:

Governing Body

Formally Approved:

☒

Meeting Date:

January 2021

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
Date:

7 July 2020

Venue:

SKYPE Conference Call

Name

Time: 1:00pm

Job Title (Division/ Organisation*) *if not Liverpool CCG

Present:
Sally Houghton (SHO) – Chair
Helen Dearden (HDE)
Cathy Maddaford (CMA)
David O’Hagan (DOH)
Carol Rogers (CRO)

Lay Member for Audit
Lay Member for Governance
Non-Executive Nurse/Lay Member
GP Director
Lay Member for Public & Patient
Involvement

In Attendance:
Val Attwood (VAT) (for Item H1)
Mark Bakewell (MBA)
Gary Baines (GBA)
Stephen Hendry (SHE)
Sallyanne Hunter (SHU)
Georgia Jones (GJO)
Becky Tunstall (RTU)
Nigel Woodcock (NWO)
Debbie Richardson (DRI)

Deputy Chief Contracting Officer
Chief Finance and Contracting Officer
Internal Audit - MIAA
Head of Governance and Corporate Services
Deputy Head of Governance and Corporate Services
Senior Audit Manager; External Audit, Grant Thornton
Deputy Chief Finance Officer
Senior Manager, Internal Audit; MIAA
Note Taker

Apologies Received:
Jan Ledward (JLE)
Carole Hill (CHI)
Barrie Morris (BMO)

Chief Officer
Director of Strategy, Communications & Integration
Director, External Audit; Grant Thornton

ISSUES CONSIDERED
2020

A1
1.

A2
2.

A3
3.

WELCOME
SHO welcomed those present to the meeting, noting that business would be conducted on
the assumption that members had read all papers ahead of the meeting.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence were noted as listed above.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no additional declarations reported for noting at the meeting other than those
already listed on the LCCG register. None of those listed on the register were pertinent to
the discussions at the meeting. MBA noted dual roles with Liverpool and Knowsley
CCGs.
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A4
4.

MINUTES OF THE MEETINGs HELD ON 21 APRIL 2020 and 23 JUNE 2020.
The minutes of the previous meetings held on 21 April 2020 and 23 June 2020
were accepted as an accurate record with the following exceptions:
a) Minutes of 23rd June 2020 meeting page 3 point 35 amended to read
‘…the management response to the FMA suggested questions very
helpful,…’
Action

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Approve the minutes of the previous meetings;
Further actions required:
• Update previous minutes in line with discussions.

A5
5.

Lead

D Richardson

Timescale

ASAP

Status

Complete

ACTION LOG
The action log was discussed with the following points made:
a) Item 1 was on hold pending the release of the Mental Health Investment
Standard (MHIS) by NHSE. The MHIS had been published that day
and the CCG had to respond by 9 July 2020. The item would be
brought back to the next meeting;
b) One contract remained outstanding for item 2 which was completed
during the meeting. Item completed.
c) Items 3 and 4 were on the meeting agenda.
d) Item 5 was delayed as the AED board had not met due to the
pandemic. The item would be brought back to the next meeting;
e) Item 6 was completed and on the meeting agenda.
f) Item 7 was delayed due to the pandemic. The item would be brought back

to the next meeting;
g) Item 8 has been completed. HDE was a Freedom to Speak Up Guardian and
CRO had agreed to become a Freedom to Speak Up Guardian and was
waiting to undertake the necessary training.
h) Item 9 had been progressed to the Finance Committee and was completed.
i) Items 10 and 11 were standing agenda items and would remain on the action
log as in progress.
j) Item 12 was ongoing with the majority of declarations now uploaded into the
new system. A full response and completion update would be reported at the
next meeting.
k) Items 13, 14 and 15 were completed with the Annual Report and Annual
Governance Statements submitted on time.
Action
Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the Audit and Risk Committee Action Log
Further actions required:
• Update action log in line with discussions;
• Update members with status of declarations
of interests and conflicts;
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Lead

D Richardson;
S Hunter;

Timescale

ASAP;
Sept 20;

Status

Complete;
On agenda for
Sept 20 ARC.

2

B

COMMITTEE EFFECTIVENESS

B1

REVIEW COMMITTEE TERMS OF REFERENCE

6.

SHO presented the revised Terms of Reference (TOR) for the committee to review.

7.

Members agreed that the report from HDE as the Freedom to Speak Up Guardian would
be received annually in April in line with the financial year cycle.

8.

SHO raised concern regarding the quoracy of two members suggesting three would be
better given the membership of five. Two would be less than half of the members and
three was agreed to be preferable. Members agreed to increase the quoracy requirement
to three members.

9.

SHO referred members to point 6.2 fourth bullet point which stated that:
•
the Committee shall review the adequacy and effectiveness of:
•
The policies relating to governance for ensuring compliance with relevant
regulatory, legal and code of conduct requirements and any related reporting and
self-certifications;

10.

This was not achievable without a list of everything that should be included which should
be detailed within the work plan to be reviewed annually.

11.

It was agreed that SHE would obtain this information from the policy schedule and identify
the relevant policies.

12.

Members agreed to accept and adopt the TOR subject the amendments noted.
Action

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Consider the revised Terms of Reference
Further actions required:
• List policies relating to governance for
ensuring compliance with relevant
regulatory, legal and code of conduct
requirements and any related reporting and
self-certifications for consideration by
committee and list within committee work
plan;
• Amend quoracy requirements in line with
discussions

Lead

Timescale

Status

S Hendry;

Sept 2020;

On agenda for
Sept 20 ARC.

S Hendry

Sept 2020;

Completed.

B2

STATEMENT ON THE USE OF EXTERNAL AUDITORS FOR NON-AUDIT
SERVICES

13.

SHO delivered the Statement on the use of external auditors for non-audit services and
members agreed the statement was sensible and proportionate.

14.

MBA to filter the statement through the organisation.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Approve the statement or communication
and use;
Further actions required:
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• Filter the statement throughout the
organisation as appropriate.

M Bakewell

ASAP

On agenda for
Sept 20 ARC.

C

GOVERNANCE

C1

REVIEW DRAFT POLICY AND PROCEDURE FOR RISK MANAGEMENT

15.

SHE presented the draft policy and strategy for risk management highlighting the
following:

16.

The strategy looked to align the new management and committee structures with specific
responsibilities within these structures as the roles and functions demanded. It is
important to get the Governing Body Assurance Framework (GBAF) up and running
again, more work was required here with a development session to be planned. The
strategy was for 12 months.

17.

CMA asked where the proposed merger sat within the strategy as moving it forward would
bring risks and did these need to be considered yet. Also, provider risks along with
complaints and incidents may increase and did these need to be aligned. More claims
and litigation may follow with information risks around these and perhaps consideration
should be given to aligning these within the strategy also.

18.

SHE responded that claims and litigation in terms of risk should be included; the CCG
could learn a lot from what people were suing and making claims for and there was
learning to be taken from this. CMA agreed to send a form of wording around claims and
litigation to SHE for inclusion in the document.

19.

MBA commented that this was a good point and the CCG was part of the national
negligence schemes which meant that from an individual and organisational perspective
the risk was capped to some degree in terms of contributions into the schemes. This
meant providers usually ended up with the risk. It was complex in how it unwound but
should also be noted within the document.

20.

HDE commented that when looking at the scoring and colouring of the grids; where the
impact was catastrophic and high scoring perhaps this could be in the red zone to signal
to committee members that it needed attention. This would promote assurance and
potentially avoid problems later as it could be a key control. SHO supported this
suggestion. SHE noted that it did say red but was not coloured red and agreed to change
this for future versions.

21.

SHO drew members attention to the final paragraph in section 3 which stated that the
CCG would undertake an annual assessment of the ‘risk maturity’ asking if it was common
to carry out this assessment annually; as this would be facilitated by internal audit it could
prove to be very time consuming and did members prefer to do this every two years?

22.

HDE commented that usually organisations looked at the risk appetite not its maturity and
some risks were not mature enough to be assessed so regularly. SHE commented that
the assessment was aimed at the risk appetite and the section would be revisited to
reflect the discussion replacing annual with periodically. The development and
maintenance of the Corporate Risk Register (CRR) is reviewed at Governing Body
meetings.

23.

The following items were noted for revisions:
•
Section 6 point 4 revised to Governing Body sessions not development sessions;
•
Point 7.1 revisit to be more explicit in how the process is carried out:
•
The issues log has been disbanded; remove references to this;
•
Appendix 3 is missing – it refers to an escalation process;
•
Include Fraud Risk Register in section 12;
•
Revisit document to revise title of Audit and Risk Committee, remove reference to
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scrutiny.
24.

SHO referred to a discussion that had taken place outside the meeting regarding whether
work force issues such as risk management capabilities should be included within job
descriptions and person specifications for senior roles within the organisation. Perhaps
not for this version of the framework as the discussion was to be had with the wider
organisation first but it was something to be considered for the future. Risk management
should be a specific objective for team leaders at the annual objective setting exercise.

25.

DOH commented that whilst the strategy was a temporary paper given the command and
control situation and the year was peculiar in this; the paper referred to responsibilities via
the performance and quality committee which had temporarily paused due to the
pandemic and also the finance committee which members weren’t sighted on the minutes
for this. Should members be asking what was in place in the interim as a temporary
measure? SHO agreed with this suggesting the section on the command and control
situation be expanded to list what was happening and how the CCG was operating.

26.

SHE responded that this was difficult as the Covid Act removed power but not
responsibilities. The power had been assumed by NHS England (NHSE). MBA stated
that care needed to be taken regarding what was presented as the situation was unclear
and subject to change at short notice. The CCG was complying with what it was required
to from planning guidance in an attempt to reduce the burden but there was uncertainty
due to changing rules.

27.

SHE informed members that he would make the changes and circulated the revised
document virtually for approval. The document was to be presented to the next GB
meeting in September for approval. The Audit and Risk Committees role was to
recommend to Governing Body for approval.
Action

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the contents of the report;
• Approve / ratify the updated Risk
Management and Assurance Strategy for
dissemination as a live policy / strategy
document
Further actions required:
• Revise wording to reflect claims and litigation
risks as discussed;
• Ensure high risk items are coloured red
within the documentation;
• Revisit section 3 in line with discussions;

C2

Lead

Timescale

S Hendry / C
Maddaford;
S Hendry;

ASAP;

S Hendry;

Sept 2020;

Sept 2020;

Status

On agenda for
Sept 20 ARC;
On agenda for
Sept 20 ARC.
On agenda for
Sept 20 ARC.

REVIEW GOVERNING BODY ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK, CORPORATE
RISK REGISTER and FRAUD RISK REGISTER

28.

SHE delivered the integrated risks report much of which had already been discussed
within the Risk Management and Assurance document. The report informed members
where the CCG was in terms of the GBAF which had not moved significantly due to the
ongoing pandemic. The GBAF had rolled over from the precious year with many actions
completed. There was a need to revisit the GBAF to assess the risks and objectives for
the next six months to the end of the financial year and this would be beneficial within a
forthcoming GB development session. Guidance was available from the Good
Governance Institute and this would be circulated to GB members in advance of the
development session.

29.

The GBAF and CRR had not been as robust as it could have been during the pandemic
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crisis phase with colleagues doing the best they could under the circumstances. As the
pandemic seemed to be moving towards a recovery phase it was time to put the GBAF
and CRR back on track. SHO informed members that she would approach the CCG
Chair and Accountable Officer to request a GB development session to discuss the GBAF
and CRR.
30.

DOH asked if there was a way to describe the financial risks should NHSE step back from
the command and control situation. MBA responded that although there were some
expectations nothing had been confirmed so it would only be speculation. It appeared
likely that the block payment arrangements would continue with allocations per ICS being
filtered down for local decision making meaning STPs would decide where resources sit.
It would be difficult to put in writing what this would mean pending clarification of the
approach. Cash payments for August were imminent with no guidance available yet
stipulating what basis these would be made on. Things could change overnight and there
was a reluctance to make any changes which did not add value. SHO commented that
these were descriptions of unknown risks not facts and they could not be listed as risks as
they were unknown.

31.

CRO queried the possibility of gaps to fill in terms of financial obligations. The response
was that this was a possibility to some degree although this was the same for all CCGs.
All CIP and QIPP programmes had been suspended with levels of cost recovery
suspended also. Things had changed significantly since the forecasts were prepared and
it was unknown how the rest of the year would look. DOH asked where oversight of
finances was held at that point and was told it was local through the GB with monthly
reports being fed through NHSE who were also trying to understand the situation. NHSE
were taking direction from Government which was not always clear and subject to change
at short notice.

32.

SHO suggested that with so much so much out of control given the uncertainty and
unknown around budgets and planning guidance; even if no mitigation could be taken
then the risk needed to be recorded. Members agreed as uncertainty did not sit well with
GB stating it should be logged as a concern. MBA suggested the governance is there
within the Chief Officers report however members agreed it should be listed on the risk
register. This would give robustness to its analysis which noting the concerning
uncertainty. Once it was listed on the Corporate Risk Register is could be audited to
reflect and learn from if the opportunity arose.
Action

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the contents of the report;
• Note the issues relating to the COVID-19
response and NHSE/I Command and Control
Arrangements;
• Satisfy itself that current control measures
and the progress of action plans provide
reasonable / significant internal assurances
of mitigation.
Further actions required:
• Request GB development session for GBAF
and CRR;
• Add risk of financial shortfall due to
command and control situation (Covid Act) to
risk register;

C3
33.

Lead

Timescale

S Houghton;

ASAP

S Hendry;

ASAP;

Status

On agenda for
Sept 20 ARC;
On agenda for
Sept 20 ARC;

RISK RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMMITTEES
SHO delivered the Risk Responsibilities of Committees report which demonstrated how
the committee integrated with other committees that were reviewing risk.
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34.

CRO stated that the People and Community Voice Committee would pick this up within its
TOR. HDE commented that it was disappointing how hit and miss committees were on
specific reference to risk management and it was a good idea to have a rolling review of
the risk register as it would give a better oversight; a template and guidance to support
the risk review would be helpful. CMA commented that there was a requirement for cross
reference with the risk management strategy as other elements may need to be pulled out
and it was the responsibility of each committee to ensure it was aligning to the two
documents.

35.

SHO stated that the paper started the journey asking members for comments regarding
the next steps in particular if they felt the proposal for a sub group of the committee was
favourable in an attempt not to overburden the committee meetings. The sub group would
undertake a rolling review of all the committees. Members felt that with guidance and a
template a sub group would not be necessary as the task would not be too onerous. Risk
registers for the other committees were not likely to be as substantial and so it could be
included within the general business of this committee. SHO agreed to pull a strategy
together for committee risk management activities. DOH commented that there was a lot
for Performance and Quality Committee and a potential disparity in Clinical effectiveness
committee and Primary Care Commissioning Committee so perhaps asking the relevant
committee chair to attend Audit committee when their risk register was being discussed
would be a way forward.
Action

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• If they consider that this paper fulfils the
requirement to consider how this committee
integrates with other committees that are
reviewing risk;
• If not what further work would they propose;
• To consider the proposal for a rolling review
of other committee risk registers by a subgroup of this committee.
Further actions required:
• Guidance and templates be provided to
committees for risk review;
• Further develop proposal regarding risk
responsibilities of committees in line with
discussions;

Lead

Timescale

S Hendry;

ASAP;

S Hougton

Sept 2020

Status

On agenda for
Sept 20 ARC;
On agenda for
Sept 20 ARC;

D

FINANCIAL FOCUS

D1

REVIEW CHANGES TO STANDING ORDERS AND STANDING FINANCIAL
INSTRUCTIONS

36.

RTU confirmed that no changes had been made to the core standing orders and financial
instructions. The only changes had been to add additional names to the list of authorised
signatories to enable items to be authorized when necessary as more colleagues worked
from home due to the pandemic.

37.

The scheme of delegation sits within the constitution whereas this change was operational
and reviewed routinely.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the verbal update
Further actions required:
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• None identified

D2

LCCG LOSSES AND SPECIAL PAYMENTS

38.

There were no Losses or Special Payments to report.

E

INTERNAL AUDIT

E1

REVIEW INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT

39.

GBA delivered an update on the Internal Audit Progress Report. The report on Quality
Agenda – Community Services Within Liverpool Review achieved overall substantial
assurance. The key points were highlighted in the section headed ‘Provider oversight of
the role of Liverpool CCG’ which demonstrated how the emphasis had developed to
become more quality focused with scrutiny from CCG relationships. This was felt to be
more helpful with the joint approach being a collaborative problem solving approach with
the provider held to account more now.

40.

Previous governance arrangements were very complex making it difficult to navigate to
see which committee had oversight of which functions. As this has matured it is much
easier to follow now. The report was issued as Covid hit so had taken longer than usual
to get to this point but was now signed off.

41.

HDE commented that the report was pleasing to see the substantial assurance given the
difficult and sensitive area and how challenging would it be to achieve the actions from the
report.

42.

GBA responded that the report was discussed late February early March with actions
underway since that time. GBA was confident that some actions had progressed well
already. The next update on progress would be after the due date of the last
recommendation which would link back with where the CCG thought it was up to and a
secondary review would be carried out. The full response should be at the Performance
and Quality committee meeting in August.

43.

SHO stated that it was important not to lose the recommendations in the report and
proposed circulating the report to Performance and Quality Committee members; CQPG
and to the Performance and Quality lead for Mersey Care. It was important that the parts
of the report that needed to be handed over were actually handed over.

44.

GBA noted that Kerry Lloyd (Deputy Director of Quality Outcomes & Improvement) was
specifically named within the report for bringing rigour and common sense to the
conversations with the providers.

45.

NOW highlighted the summarized activities undertaken in the challenging period noting
that it was pleasing that the CCG had used the checklists.
Action

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the report;
Further actions required:
• Share internal audit progress report with
Performance and Quality Committee
members; CQPG and to the Performance
and Quality lead for Mersey Care

Lead

S Houghton

Timescale

ASAP

Status

On agenda for
Sept 20 ARC;

E2

REVIEW INTERNAL AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS FOLLOW UP REPORT

46.

NOW reported on progress with the Internal Audit recommendations stating that progress
continued behind the scenes with updates requested and the intention was to continue to
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perform the follow up work throughout the rest of the year.
47.

MIAA would shortly be introducing an automated system which generated emails to
remind people when deadlines were due for follow up tasks which would streamline the
process. Colleagues would be able to upload relevant documentation onto database
systems easily. More information on this would follow at the September meeting.

48.

GBA reminded members that the plan was set at a moment in time and each year is
subject to change but this year in particular would need to be closely monitored.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the reports
Further actions required:
• None identified

E3
49.

E4

CONSIDER IF FURTHER DISTRIBUTION OF INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT IS
REQUIRED
See point 42 above.

RECEIVE RESULTS OF MIAA COVID-19 SUPPORT BRIEFINGS

50.

SHO reported that the Governance briefing had been to GB and the HR briefing had been
to the Remuneration and HR committee for consideration previously. They were brought
together for Audit and Risk Committee to consider in their entirety. Members commented
that it was useful to have the information together showing the work undertaken. Thanks
to MIAA for producing them and the Senior Leadership Team (SLT) for actioning them.

51.

HDE asked if the executive team found the briefings useful and MBA responded that yes
they did saying they were used to check colleagues were doing the right things and 8090% of the time this was true. It was helpful to get check in points and the templates were
easy to check against.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the reports
Further actions required:
• None identified

F

EXTERNAL AUDIT

F1

RECEIVE EXTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORTS

52.

There was no formal update to report for this item. MHIS was discussed under item A5
point 5a.

F2

RECEIVE AND CONSIDER THE EXTERNAL AUDITORS ANNUAL AUDIT
LETTER

53.

GJO delivered an update on progress with the internal audit stating that the audit for
2019-20 was complete and the audit letter gave an unqualified audit opinion for the
completed work.

54.

SHO mentioned the capita primary care audit report which had since been received with
no major issues raised.
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Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the reports
Further actions required:
• None identified

G

COUNTER FRAUD

G1

NHS COUNTER FRAUD AUTHORITY CIRCULARS

55.

It was noted that the circulars were for information however SHO drew members attention
to the concern around the apparent increase in attempted fraud incidences asking if
members had any concerns and if they felt anything further was required, if systems were
robust enough.

56.

CRO commented that the development session served as a refresher brining the issue to
the forefront of people’s minds. DOH commented that as purchases care needed to be
taken when taking contracts and making purchases.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the reports
Further actions required:
• None identified

H

GOVERNANCE UPDATES

H1

SINGLE TENDER WAIVERS

57.

VAT delivered the report on tender waivers which covered February to June 2020. The
CCG has a duty to comply with its SFIs and standing orders with regard to procurement
and are governed by the procurement patient choice and competition regulations in
England which set out the regulations to be adhered to for healthcare; as well as the EU
public contract regulations for non-healthcare and general purchases.

58.

The pandemic has had an impact on procurements with a number of procurement policy
notices being issued by the cabinet office which have had due regard to. There are
criteria built into the regulations which highlight when it is acceptable not to follow the
standard public contract regulations for reasons of expediency and continuity of service.
Due regard has been given to these with any decisions taken.

59.

Historically under section 2, waivers were approved by FPCC and would now be reviewed
by Performance and Quality Committee which had not met this year far due to the
pandemic. To ensure oversight any waiver requests have been considered by SLT and
listed on the decision log. There have been 10 waiver requests approved in the period
under consideration, 5 by FPCC and 5 by SLT.

60.

The following high value arrangements were highlighted:
• A contract was in place with a provider in Cheshire and Wirral for a small amount of
work with ADHD assessment and treatment for adults (not children). A decision was
taken to meet the growing demand for services that a more sustainable approach was
required. This was done as a contract variation on the basis there was no other local
provider that could reasonably be used. This contract was worth 1.8m
• The out of hours GP contract was tendered however the provider that won the contract
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(which would have been a continuation of the existing provider) was changing to offer a
bilateral service to 7 CCGs and could no longer offer the service in time for the current
contract expiry. A 6 month extension was agreed for 2.7m.
61.

Waivers are controlled stationary from 2021 onwards; the numbers are not sequential as
some do not come forward to be approved.

62.

Linked to the waiver update there were around 23 procurements planned over the next 18
months to 2 years which had been impacted by Covid. They hadn’t all been stood down
and decisions had not been made on all of them yet but some short term extensions or
waivers may come in future as a result of the pandemic. Decisions were being made via
SLT based on how feasible it was to continue in the interim. The procurements would be
subject to further review.

63.

The appendices included the new contract values and the committee was being asked to
note the list of procurement waivers from February to June 2020.

64.

It was noted that in the new committee structure waivers would be dealt with at the
Performance and Quality Committee which would have a part 2 section to deal with these
as they arise.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the list of procurement waivers from
01st February to 30th June 2020;
Further actions required:
•

H2

USE OF LCCG SEAL – Not used

H3

REGISTER OF INTERESTS UPDATE – No updates

H4

GIFTS AND HOSPITALITY REGISTER UPDATE - No updates

J1

ANY OTHER BUSINESS

65.

No other items of business were discussed. The meeting closed.
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Gerry Gray (GGR)
Mark Bakewell (MBA)
Helen Dearden (HDE)
Cathy Maddaford (CMA)
Cheryl Mould (CMO)
Carol Rogers (CRO)
In Attendance:
Scott Aldridge (SAL)
Val Attwood (VAT)
Rob Barnett (RBA)
Kellie Connor (KCO)
Jane Fradley (JFR)
Paula Finnerty (PFI)
Paula Guest (PGU)
Victoria Horton (VHO)
Sam James (SJA)
Peter Johnstone (PJO)
Fiona Lemmens (FLE)
Kerry Lloyd (KLL)
Ian Pawson (IPA) (For Item
E1 only)
Sharon Poll (SPO)
Maurice Smith (MSM)
Adrienne Taylor (ATA) (For
Item E1 only)
Jacqui Waterhouse (JWA)
Debbie Richardson
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Jan Ledward
Jane Lunt
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Job Title (Division/ Organisation*) *if not Liverpool CCG

Lay Member for Finance
Chief Finance & Contracting Officer
Lay Member for Governance
Non-Executive Nurse
Programme Director Provider Alliance
Lay Member for Patient & Public Involvement
Senior Performance Manager
Deputy Chief Contracting Officer
LMC Secretary
Senior Contracts Manager
Senior Programme Delivery Manager – Provider Alliance
GP Director
Head of Planning and Delivery – Out of Hospital
Senior Finance Manager
Director of Planning, Performance & Delivery
Head of Medicines Optimisation
Chair LCCG
Deputy Director of Quality Outcomes & Improvement
Medical Director, LNA
Primary Care Clinical Advisor
GP Director
Managing Director of LNA
Senior Programme Delivery Manager
Committee Secretary, Liverpool CCG
Chief Officer
Director of Quality, Outcomes & Improvement (Chief Nurse)

ISSUES CONSIDERED
2020

A1
1.

WELCOME
GGR welcomed all those present to the meeting noting that business would be
conducted on the assumption that members had read all papers ahead of the
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meeting.

A2
2.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
The apologies for absence received for this meeting were detailed above.

A3
3.

A4

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no additional declarations reported for noting at the meeting other than
those already listed on the LCCG register. However it was noted that GPs made a
general declaration and also specifically for the quality scheme for phlebotomy item.
RBA declared an interest in relation to his role as GP in a practice in the Childwall
and Wavertree network.

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 26 MAY 2020.

4.

The minutes of the previous meeting held on 26 May 2020 were accepted as
an accurate record subject to the following amendments:
a) Point 62 to read ‘…MSM commented that it was unusual to have GPs

5.

Discussion took place regarding the previous minutes with MSM asking if any
further clarity had been gained regarding points 28 and 29 which stated:
1)
28. MSM asked if the extended hours situation would be
standardised to ensure equity across networks which he felt would
be beneficial. In addition MSM commented that the work undertaken
by the team during the pandemic was phenomenal and it would be
helpful not to be constrained by regulations if possible in future.
2)
29. CMO responded that a standardised approach to extended
hours would benefit all and that was the approach the CCG would be
promoting.
MSM sought clarity regarding whether GPs would be required to offer
standardised hours should e-consultations become viewed as a valid form of
consultation rather than face to face as was expected prior to covid, in order
to take a unified approach. VAT responded that the extended access had
been stood down for the time being and she was not aware of any national
guidance suggesting standardised hours would be the way forward. VAT
agreed to clarify this for a future meeting when the service may be reestablished. Talks were ongoing within the Primary Care groups and the
situation was that if GPs could deliver extended hours then they should do so
and there was no penalty at this time if they could not do so.
RBA asked how confident the finance team was with its deliberations around
the financial position given the statement was not given until after month 7.
MBA responded that conversations were ongoing and they had not reached a
local level yet. Once they did then work could be completed on the finer
details for clarity however the situation was frustrating and it was difficult to
plan. The team was doing what it could and was keeping people informed as
the situation developed.

attending not as members…’.

6.

7.

Action
Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Approve the minutes of the previous
meeting
Further actions required:
• Update minutes in line with discussions
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Lead

D Richardson

Timescale

ASAP

Status

Completed

2

A5
8.

ACTION LOG
The action log was discussed with the following points made:
1)
Item 1 regarding business rates was in progress with TKN checking
on this. It would be reported back to the next meeting.
2)
Item 2 as item 1.
3)
Item 3, 4.1 regarding GP specifications had been completed.
4)
Item 4, 4.2 regarding sending the organisational structure to GPs
was completed.
5)
Item 5, 4.3 was to add additional codes to the PCCC Contacting and
Finance Report. This could not be progressed as the report was
mandated centrally and the CCG did not have access to allow
additional codes to be added. Action closed.
6)
Item 6, 5.1 regarding the Prescribing CRES Programme. Due to a
lack of clarity regarding financial regulations this could not yet
progress. It would be put on hold until further guidance became
available.
7)
Item 7, this item was now complete and the risk register updated.
It was noted that several items on the action log were showing as red since the
committee had not met during the pandemic. Items could and should continue to be
progressed when the committee did not meet however they would continue to be
shown as red until formally noted and updated at the next formal meeting of the
committee.

9.

Action
Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the progress with previous action
points.
Further actions required:
• Update the action log in line with
discussions.

B

UPDATES

B1

PHASE 3 RECOVERY

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

Lead

D Richardson

Timescale

ASAP

Status

Completed

SJA updated members regarding the phase 3 recovery status for Covid-19 by initially
formally acknowledging receipt of the phase 3 planning guidance which set out the
expectations for the NHS for the delivery of services over the latter half of the year.
The phase 3 requirements appeared ambitious in asking for services to return to
normal levels of activity such as they would have been pre-covid by
October/November time. There are numerous templates to be completed and work
was underway putting this information together.
Primary Care activity levels were expected to reach pre Covid19 levels as soon as
possible as well as secondary care. The planning guidance did not appear to
consider bottlenecks or the impact on support services and diagnostics.
This item was on the agenda to bring members attention to the matter and an update
would come to the next committee.
RBA expressed concern about the expectations stating that everyone wanted to get
back to the pre Covid19 levels of activity for patient care however colleagues were
now working in a system which was broken and to reach 70-80% of normal activity
was not feasible. The wait for a scan was around 25 weeks; scopes were between
13000 and 14000 in arrears which was going to take around 18 months to get back to
normal. From a GP perspective the workload had increased drastically with the econsult system sometimes adding to the face to face time commitment. Expectations
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15.
16.

needed to be realistic and the CCG needed to be realistic in what it was asking and
expecting from this. Lots of things needed to get back to normal with patients at the
centre.
MSM agreed with these comments stating that it was managed in a crisis and this
cannot be how it stays.
MBA commented that colleagues were right to have concerns about realism in regard
to the planning letter; conversations with the providers would give a sense of how
practical central expectations were in relation to local delivery.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the verbal update;
Further actions required:
• None identified

C

GOVERNANCE

C1

PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING RISK REGISTER

17.

18.
19.

20.

21.
22.

23.

CMO presented the Primary Care Commissioning Risk Register stating that no new
risks had been added to the register although the LNA discussion could be
considered to be included for the next update as a potential risk in terms of recovery
and the LNA overstretching themselves.
Updates on key elements had been provided by directors and key officers.
HDE noted the register included reference to FPCC under PCC04 which no longer
existed; the frailty KPI was no longer a key issue with regard to the impact of risk 06;
also should the rating of risk 08 be reconsidered given the re-emerging of the Brexit
risk? This was a comment for the team to go away and consider and if it had not
been considered already then were risk registers being looked at closely enough. A
detailed review needed to be considered.
CMO reported that each director had responsibility to look at their own areas in detail
in relation to the risks listed. Colleagues would be asked to do this again after the
meeting.
MSM commented that in regard to PCC06 the frailty KPI felt performance managed.
It was recorded as not always achieving and the information was used by NHSE.
CMA drew attention to the shortage of medicines listed at 5th May asking if end of life
medication was included in this and if it related to Brexit and/or Covid19? There was
nothing in the risk giving an explanation regarding what it was about. How should it
be articulated within the register? If the risk was not reducing it would appear the
right controls were not in place.
PJO responded that the score does not change in the register as the risk was
recorded against what was available at the time. This was likely to get worse as
Brexit moves progress although it was in a bit of a lull at the moment. If people
cannot be looked after at the end of their life this is a failing. There was no guarantee
there will be huge shortages with Brexit and it will be a matter of managing when it
happens; it is a massive risk that had to be acknowledged and managed.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the contents and updates to risks for
the commissioning of General Practice;
• Consider current control measures and
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whether action plans provide sufficient
assurance on mitigating actions, Review
the mitigations and progress;
• Agree that the risk scores accurately
reflect the level of risk that the CCG is
exposed to given current controls and
assurances;
Further actions required:
• Update register to include LNA in line with
discussions;
• Refresh register in line with discussions;

C Mould

Oct 2020

C Mould

Oct 2020

On Oct 20
PCCC Agenda;
On Oct 20
PCCC Agenda;

D

PERFORMANCE

D1

PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE CONTRACTING AND
FINANCE REPORT

24.

25.

26.
27.

28.

29.

30.

VAT delivered the Primary Care Commissioning Contracting and Finance report
highlighting that the national KPIs were stood down at that point in time due to the
ongoing pandemic and there was a plan under phase 3 to reinstate primary care
services where possible.
There had been a number of partnership changes and the CCG was implementing
checks and updating the Care Quality Commission where changes had occurred.
There had been one contract sanction issue in March with Rocky Lane Medical
Centre.
Finances were still in a temporary regime and the CCG was waiting for further
guidance on how that would work for the latter part of the year.
There was an issue with regard to prescribing where the funding received was less
than anticipated however the expectation was that this would become a break even
position over the year when the retrospective top up payments were received.
HDE asked if given KPIs were stood down and then subsequently things moved to
business as usual what would happen next year particularly given the two year
monitoring cycles. If everyone was behind due to Covid19 what would be the knock
on effect for next year? Practices needed to understand the implications of this.
VAT stated that this was the second year of a two year arrangement and the
immediate priority was to define what should be done for the rest of the year. Then
trajectories could be reset and a discussion could be had regarding future years. The
proposal was that the focus would be on a smaller number of KPIs to track
performance.
SJA reported that monitoring had not stopped and LES schemes were under review
as were GP specification indicators and discussions around this had commenced with
the LNA for next year. Practices had been informed of the situation.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the performance of the CCG in delivery
of Primary Care Medical commissioned
services;
• Note the control measures and the CCG
approach to gain assurance;
• Note the position with regards MIAA actions
due for completion by 31st March 2020 and
progress to date;
• Note the forecast financial positon for
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2020/21 as at June 2020 (Month 3);
Further actions required:
• None identified

D2
31.

32.

33.
34.
35.

36.

37.

GP SPECIFICATION PERFORMANCE REPORT
SJA delivered the GP Specification Performance Report stating that the paper
outlined the CCGs position against GP specification indicators and it was only on
trajectory for 4 of 11 indicators with Covid19 playing a large part in the reasons
behind this. Primary Care had refocused its efforts to support the system through the
pandemic.
It was noted that under the previous performance management regime all practices
would have been in receipt of a letter asking for their recovery plan. Monitoring
continued in the current regime and smaller trajectories had been outlined for
practices to focus on making improvements on for this year in line with phase 3
guidance to help moving forward.
The performance process linked to GP Specifications will need to change to reflect
the revised focus. The proposal for this would come to the next meeting.
MSM asked about the reference to a historical internal allocation mentioned in the
report when discussing the Local Enhanced Services (LES).
MBA explained that LES’s were impacted in how budgets were set this year and they
had not received their full allocations. The allocation had been uplifted lower than
originally anticipated which had manifested in an overspend.
When allocating costs for primary care the CCG can only allocate costs against
primary care cost allocated centre's which meant adjustments were shown in other
areas. The reference in the paper is an allocation of extra spending. When the
reporting is at macro level the value is adjusted each financial year and a discussion
is held regarding how the allocated spending is recorded.
It was noted that the financial regime for the first 4 months for the year had been
extremely different to previous years.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Notes the performance of the practices in
delivery of the GP Specification;
Further actions required:
• None identified

E
E1
38.

STRATEGY AND COMMISSIONING
PCN/LNA UPDATE
Dr Ian Pawson and Adrienne Taylor delivered a presentation regarding the PCN/LNA update
outlining the following:

a) Following the last LNA presentation in February 2020 work had continued
building relationships and developing operational plans.
b) The LNA had come about through the PCNs in Liverpool wanting to collaborate
to support itself and be a voice within the system for PCNs. GPs had
traditionally been represented individually and it was felt it would be more
effective to bring voices together across the city.
c) The LNA leadership team was made up of 3 medical directors and 2 managing
directors who met twice monthly with practices.
d) LNA goals were to be a voice for general practice to benefit the patients and
communities it represented enabling them to have a voice within the system,
maximizing the PCN’s impact on population health.
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e) PCNs had been on a journey over the last 18 months, growing significantly and
transforming at a rapid rate; particularly recently with Covid19 which had
changed the model of working with hot and cold hubs and mutual aid.
f) The use of local knowledge to impact on health inequalities in line with the One
Liverpool plan was a key element of success and was dependent upon GP
support and input.
g) The LNA vision was that General Practice continues to be the keystone for
community delivery for patients and should remain at the centre of all care
delivered outside hospitals.
h) 2020/21 priorities were the development of PCN leadership; Establishing a
voice for GPs within the healthcare system; formalise into a stand-alone
organisation, much of this had taken place due to Covid19; and to build on
relationships with systems partners to deliver more effective healthcare, this
again had progressed well due to Covid19.
i) The plan was formulated in February but had not continued in a straight line
due to Covid19. Things had changed in a positive manner with a learned
response to improve quality; accelerating changes and where changes didn’t
improve things the changes were not kept. GPs have progressed rapidly and
the LNA was keen to continue in this manner.
j) The LNA planned to continue to coordinate an effective response providing
leadership and sharing how to respond across the GP system.
k) The planned leadership programme had been put on hold during Covid19 and
was now offered online.
l) The LNA was heavily involved in the healthcare system and took a significant
lead role in the integrated care approach working with MCFT in care homes
facilitating alignment to Primary Care Networks
m) Learning from Covid19 was used when developing winter plans with
innovations and learning being put into the plan. One example mentioned was
the Flu vaccination programme which had been stepped up with targets
increased across a wider age range. GPs would not be able to deliver this and
the LNA was looking at ways to coordinate a city wide approach with
community services and pharmacists.
n) Research into health inequalities in particular racial inequalities was being
looked at with no other research into racial inequalities taking place at GP level
that colleagues were aware of.
o) Resources had been secured which were not through primary care and these
were to be coordinated and delivered via LNA so that they could be shared on a
city wide level.
p) The operational plan was written setting out what was required for the LNA to
become and independent organisation to deliver city wide services. Enhanced
access was a PCN requirement which the LNA may take on later and they
could not do this without being an independent organisation.
q) The aim was to continue to develop access that meets the needs of the
population. Work force planning was being looked at to maximize the PCN
resource as funding was available for additional roles to support this; ensuring
patients in Liverpool get the support they need.
r) The three things to focus on were structured medication reviews; early cancer
care diagnosis; and care homes.
s) The LNA was composed of 5 members with support from the Provider Alliance
(PA) and the CCG. The next 12-18 months aim was a detailed business and
strategic plan to develop as an organisation, employing staff for city wide
activities and to enable the conversation to continue.
t) The milestones and resources were stated as follows:
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Milestones
HR function
Contract Delivery Plan
LNA Why and What
OD Partner secured
Strategy and Delivery Plans
Organisation form:
• Options appraisal
• Organisation formation
Governance
HR
Financial procedures
Business plan development
LNA Development plan

Resources
£19,000
PA Director & support

Aug 21

Business plan development
LNA Development

£19,500
PA Director & support

Nov 21

Business plan completion
LNA Development
Financial plan
LNA Development

£21,000
PA Director & support
£25,500
PA Director & support

Communications strategy & plan

£20,000
PA Director & support

Nov 20

Feb 21

May 21

Feb 22
May 22

£20,000
PA Director & support

£25,000
PA Director & support

u) KLL asked how patients were being engaged in the process and would they
notice a difference in the work of the LNA. The response was that there was
various works taking place which was mainly in the PCN footprint. Patient
involvement had been discussed and would be more involved as the plan
progressed. The plan was at a scoping stage at this point and more clarity
would be delivered at the next update.
v) MBA commented that the finance team had been working with LNA seeking
transparency on the plan. Progress was good and the suggestion was that it be
kept under observation as the plan evolved. In return for the CCG resource
measurable targets could be set and although assurances had been given it
was clear there was more work to be done, it was good to keep the dialogue
open.
w) MSM commented that the proposal was very good with a wide range and LNA
members should be careful not to over reach too far too quickly.
x) SJA echoed MSMs commented noting that there was a lot to be delivered
against, in particular the phase 3 delivery requirements and the GP
specification.
y) ATA responded that the initial aim had been to develop a non clinical leads
network meeting every two weeks and she was conscious of the need to move
things forward now. There were additional resources for the non clinical
element and deadlines were being monitored. It was difficult managing
deadlines and milestones ensuring targets were met.

Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
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• Note the presentation;
Further actions required:
• None identified

E2
39.

LOCAL QUALITY IMPROVEMENT SCHEME FOR PHLEBOTOMY 2020-21
SJA delivered the proposal for the Local Quality Improvement Scheme for

Phlebotomy 2020-21 for approval stating that the proposal outlined the
current issues around capacity within the phlebotomy service and proposes
a solution in terms of a local quality improvement scheme for phlebotomy.
40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.
46.

47.

48.
49.
50.
51.

52.

There had been a huge reduction in clinics from around 19 weekly to 3 weekly.
These were now building back up again however the CCG wanted to support an
increase in capacity with this proposal.
The scheme is based on work being done elsewhere and has had local clinical
input. It would be a short term solution from August to March to increase the
capacity around phlebotomy services.
MSM re-declared an interest as a GP commenting that he had discussed the
proposal with practice managers and the common opinion was that it was not
believed to be a sensible thing to sign up to at £2.50 per patient attendance.
MBA informed members that the intention was to charge for this via the Covid19
funding stream and indicative approval had been given from NHSE. There was
some uncertainty as the financial guidance for months 7 to 12 had not been shared
yet but it was recognized that the system needed to react to the problem.
Work on the rate was ongoing, the figure quoted was comparable to local provision
and a like for like analysis would take place to ensure good value. Negotiation
would continue and the figures would be scrutinized and audited as Covid19
spend.
CMA asked if there was an exit strategy to which SJA responded that practices had
been made aware of a one month notice period that would be worked against.
In the longer term phlebotomy services would be reviewed with regard to how they
were offered across the Cheshire and Mersey footprint. The offer under discussion
was a stop gap for temporary purposes. The wider work would look at what
phlebotomy services should look like and this will have set up costs.
PFI expressed concern that if practices did not sign up because they felt the
service was not cost effective then it would not contribute to reducing the
bottleneck and would not help in the longer term, this needed to be carefully
considered.
CMO suggested that perhaps the message has been missed and this was a stop
gap and not a long term solution. This would be fed back to practices.
SJA reported that 15 practices had signed up to date.
MSM emphasized that from local conversations people were not keen to sign up
and this could set a precedent.
RBA stated that a full blown phlebotomy service from a GP would not be £2.50 per
sample. This cost was to compensate practices from mutual aid, practices were
being paid for services they were not providing and this was not about running
clinics but for when patients were visiting the practice for other purposes and
colleagues needed to be careful what it asked for.
Members agreed to the proposal.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
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• Note the current capacity issues in
Phlebotomy;
• To approve the introduction of the LQIS
for Phlebotomy from August –March
2020/21;
Further actions required:
• None identified

E3
53.

54.

55.

56.

57.
58.

59.

60.

LES SCHEMES FOR 2021/22 - IGR
SJA presented the LES schemes for 2021/22 stating that the CCG was
undertaking a review of all LES which had been developed to support core
primary medical care services. The proposal presented included a request
to discontinue Impaired Glucose Regulation (IGR) scheme as suggested in
February when the review began but this had been overtaken by the response to
Covid19.
The intention would be to discontinue the service by quarter 4 giving 3 months’
notice. There would be no payment in quarter 4. The service was a duplication of
what is require within the core quality outcomes framework. It would be easy to
work through the discontinuation however there were implications with regard to
income.
RBA stated that he had no objection to the discontinuation of the service but was
concerned about the timing which was unfortunate coming mid-year. Practices
make decisions on how they intend to operate and IGR income is used to fund
HCAs. No information was available from the City Council regarding support for
Health Checks and the system was under increasing pressure and the Flu
vaccination campaign was due to commence shortly. Was it feasible to offer 6
months’ notice to practices instead of 3.
SJA responded that while he agreed the timing wasn’t good the plan to discontinue
was always likely with the decision being made in February. It had been delayed
due to the pandemic.
FLE commented that from a CCG perspective practices were being paid twice for
the service although she understood the concern regarding timing.
MSM declared an interest as a practicing GP and he was stating his view as a
provider not as a voting member. Being paid twice for the service was due to the
construct of reimbursement and the rationale didn’t stand up to scrutiny.
MBA stated that as a commissioning committee the level of duplication in service
provision should be considered. The removal of the service was something that
was planned and the notice period was fair and reasonable. Members needed to
remember the role of the committee; they had a duty to resolve the situation where
things were being paid for twice. Normally this would have been dealt with sooner
and was only delayed due to Covid19. The situation needed to be progressed and
the proposal was agreed in February.
Members agreed to support the proposal.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Approve the recommendation to
discontinue the current LES for Impaired
Glucose Regulation;
• Note the ongoing work to review nine
other current LES schemes;
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Further actions required:
• None identified.

E4
61.

62.
63.

64.
65.

66.
67.

68.
69.

70.

DES ADDITIONAL ROLES WAIVER PROCESS
SJA delivered the DES Additional roles waiver process stating that there was an
option to increase number of roles in primary care following publication of the
Directed and Enhanced Services (DES) contract.
Clarification was sought regionally and nationally on what the process and the
regulations were however there is no guidance available to work towards.
The CCG has developed its own process in collaboration with regional colleagues
which begins with an application through the LNA and then a check with NHSE about
workforce requirements and then final sign off at the CCG.
Approval for the process was being asked for along with permission to delegate to
Senior Leadership Team (SLT) as decisions would need to be made in the interim.
PJO asked if the CCG wanted to add a stage in the process which considered the
implications of taking on staff and how this had been examined as there was a risk
that staff could move from one area to another and it may create gaps elsewhere in
the system.
CMO responded that the LNA roles covered this aspect within their remit to ensure
there was no detrimental impact on the workforce strategy.
In response to HDEs query regarding ACs advice CMO responded that the CCG
could request a written response which could be used as evidence to support
decision making. NHSE have suggested they will create a process but this had not
happened yet.
SPO had spoken with NHSE who have said the workforce strategy review group
would review it regionally across the system and send a response back.
MBA commented that there was an individual aspect to each PCN and from an
overarching perspective there was a fixed amount of funding and the total sum of this
could not be exceeded. This needed to be considered throughout the decision
making process.
Members approved the proposal dependent upon the workforce being balanced.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Approve the process for PCNs requesting
waiver of the one WTE limit for the roles of
pharmacy technician or first-contact
physiotherapist.
• Agree to delegate requests for 2020-21 to
the CCG’s Senior Leadership Team, for
ratification at September Primary Care
Committee, in order to meet the deadline of
31 August 2020 for submission of PCN
workforce plans to NHSE.
Further actions required:
• None identified

E5
71.

72.

LIS FOR CHILDWALL AND WAVERTREE NETWORK
VAT presented the LIS for Childwall and Wavertree network highlighting that Rocky
Lane Medical Centre had withdrawn from the PCN DES earlier in the year and
alternative provision had to be secured for patients.
The Primary Care Network had agreed to undertake to provide services for three
months only via a LIS and further provision would need to be sourced at the end of
the three month period. The process for this was outlined in the supporting
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73.

74.

75.
76.

77.

documentation.
RBA declared a conflict as a neighbouring practice to Rocky Lane Medical Centre
and asked if the CCG had considered returning to Childwall Wavertree PCN to see if
it would be willing to continue with the arrangement in light of its experience in
covering for the three month period.
FLE responded that one of the terms of the agreement was that a monthly meeting
would take place and that was due to happen imminently. The question would be
asked as part of the discussions.
HDE asked if Rocky Lane patients would be disadvantaged in any way particularly in
the longer term.
VAT responded that it was possible that Rocky Lane may sign up again in the future
which would ensure patients received the same level of service. An impact
assessment needed to be completed when service providers were changed to ensure
consistency of practice.
Members agreed to support the proposal.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the background to the current issues
and
• To approve the introduction of the Local
Incentive Scheme
• Note the plans for securing ongoing services
for Rocky Lane patients
Further actions required:
• None identified

E6
78.

79.

80.
81.
82.

PCN ALIGNMENT TO CARE HOMES
CMO delivered the report on PCN alignment to Care Homes outlining the approach of
the CCG to ensure all networks were aligned to a care home. All networks had an
opportunity to input views into the process with information supplied and the final
alignment listed within the supporting documentation.
KLL asked if patient complexity was considered in the approach to which FLE
responded that it was to an extent although some care homes had more than others.
PCNs seemed unconcerned about this and had more concerns about the
operationalization of it and challenges may become more apparent in the networks
later.
JFR reported that a discussion regarding the complexity of patients had taken place
with Paisley Court which was the only care home that had brought the subject up.
MSM commented that the system had come a long way and it was important to view
it in conjunction with the care home support model.
Members approved the proposal.

Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the content of the report
• Recognise that a collaborative approach has
been taken with PCNs to reach an
agreement
• Ratify the decisions that have been made in
aligning the Care Homes to PCNs
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Further actions required:
• None identified

G
83.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
No other items of business were discussed. The meeting closed.
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ISSUES CONSIDERED
2020

A1
1.

A2
2.

A3
3.

A4
4.

5.

WELCOME
HDE welcomed all those present to the meeting noting that business would be
conducted on the assumption that members had read all papers ahead of the
meeting. Members acknowledged the sad news of the passing of Andy Woods’ wife
expressing their condolences.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
The apologies for absence received for this meeting are detailed above.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
No declarations of interest were made that were not already list on the LCCG register.

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 16 JUNE 2020
The minutes of the previous HR Committee meeting and Remuneration
Committee meeting both held on 16th June 2020 were accepted as an
accurate record.
As a matter arising HDE enquired about a replacement for Sam James (SJA)
on the BAME board as mentioned at the previous meeting however it was too
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early to know this yet. It was anticipated that SJA would continue to
represent the North West region on the regional group. A plan was in place
for a new BAME lead for the CCG for the regional network group.

A5
6.

ACTION LOG
The action log was discussed with the following points made:
a) Item 1, Review work plan with reference to Board and Committees
Administration Guide was completed and on the meeting agenda.
b) Item 2, Include annual review of VSM pay increase was on the meeting
agenda.
c) Item 3 had been added as a standing agenda item.
d) Item 4, Review practice in other CCGs regarding appraisal of leadership team
was complete with no identified process agreed in other CCGs JTW to explore
further with providers.
e) Items 5 and 6, Clarify tax and pension deduction implications for purchasing
additional leave and Clarify that bereavement pay would be based on the
previous three months’ salary were complete with the information circulated to
members previously.
f) Item 7, was complete.
g) Item 8 was complete and on the meeting agenda.
h) Item 9, Clarify regulations regarding staff taking on additional work during leave
periods was complete with information circulated to members previously;
i) Item 10 was complete.
j) Item 11 was complete and on the meeting agenda.
k) Item 12 was complete.
Action

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the verbal update;
Further actions required:
• Update action log in line with
discussions

B
B1
7.

8.

9.

Lead

D Richardson

Timescale

ASAP

Status

Completed.

ITEMS FOR DECISION
HR POLICY UPDATE
GRO informed members that the HR policy development procedure was
presented to the February 2020 HR Committee with a detailed policy
schedule.
The policies listed had followed the agreed policy development procedure
involving sharing all policies with staff side representatives and with CCG
staff. All comments received had been collated and considered before
presenting the final version of the policies to this committee for review.
Policies for consideration were:
a)
Annual leave, which would bring the policy into line with how ESR
records annual leave;
b)
Attendance Management has been revised to include more detail;
c)
Bullying and harassment which was a new policy for the CCG;
d)
Shared parental leave was a new policy based on fact in line with
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legislation;
Management of Organisational Change has been revised in light of
lessons learnt to strengthen the policy.
GGR asked if the policies were in line with other CCGs and was informed
that the aim was to have standardisation across the Cheshire and Mersey
region and the policies were now comparable. They had been to staff
partnership for comment and approval.
SHO asked and was reassured that the policies had undergone a full
equality impact assessment.
HDE commented that there was reference to medical and dental staff
included within the annual leave policy and the policies needed to be
checked that the information they contained was relevant to the CCG.
GRO responded that the policies were taken ‘off the shelf’ and have been
considered and future proofed. Reference to staff not currently in post
were deliberately left in occasionally as they may be in post at some point
or aligned for temporary specific roles and potential committee members.
HDE commented that in considering the bullying and harassment policy
from a Freedom to Speak Up (FTSU) Guardian point of view, a reference to
aggression/assertiveness caused alarm as this was difficult to define and
measure. Discussion took place around how the terminology can be
perceived by both a manager, the person accused of bullying and the
person raising the concern.
GRO stated that the form of wording had been in place since 2013 and
complaints were dealt with on a case by case basis. It had been discussed
with unions and employers with a HR briefing held recently on how to
escalate and when this was appropriate. Culture could be an issue in some
organisations but that wasn’t the situation at LCCG.
The Shared Parental Leave policy was very legalistic and as it was new
members would have to run with it and see how it worked out. It was
difficult to target one organisation as parents didn’t work for the same
organisation in the majority of cases and working out the finer details was
complex.
e)

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Review the HR policies presented and
recommend Governing Body approve;
• Agree future policy review dates.
Further actions required:
• None identified.

C
C1
17.

18.

19.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
REVIEW WORK PLAN
JTW presented the committee work plan stating that it was a live document
and that it would be helpful to look at the work plan at each meeting of the
committee.
The last four items had been added since the last meeting and these would
be fluid. Covid19 would be on the agenda for as long as Covid19 was
around.
SHO suggested that the FTSU annual report which would go to the Audit
and Risk Committee could perhaps be considered at this committee too.
Members agreed that the report be included in the February meeting.
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20.

Discussion took place around the role of the FTSU guardian which was a
wide role in the CCG, as a listening ear to signpost support ensuring policy
is followed and not simply to consider whistleblowing allegations.
Action

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Review the work plan for 2020/21
Further actions required:
• FTSU report to February 2021 meeting

C2
21.

22.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

Feb 2021

Status

On Feb 2021
REMHR
agenda.

REVISED TERMS OF REFERENCE

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the contents of the paper.
Further actions required:
• Clarify wording around GP Directors as
employees and amend TOR accordingly;

23.

H Dearden

Timescale

Discussion took place regarding the Terms of Reference (TOR) for the
Committee. JTW had updated the TOR including adding in herself as ‘in
attendance’.
It was noted that the reference to a GP Director was standard terminology and
this was common practice. Members asked if a line could be added to say GP
Directors as employees and JTW agreed to clarify this.
Action

C3

Lead

Lead

J Twist

Timescale

Dec 2020

Status

On Committee
Agenda Dec
2020

DELIVERY AGAINST CCG RUNNING COSTS
RTU delivered a presentation updating members on delivery against
running costs outlining the following:
The CCG was required to make a 20% reduction in running costs by
2020/21 and the running cost allocation had reduced from £10,508k
in 2018/19 to £9,267k in 2020/21.
In order to achieve the running cost allocation reduction the financial
plan submitted in March (pre-COVID) required the CCG to achieve a
cost saving of £499k. The forecast outturn for 2020/21 was an
underspend against the original running cost allocation of £60k. This
excluded £154k costs relating to COVID that had been reimbursed.
Savings had been achieved through a combination of MARS; Delays
in recruitment to vacant posts; New arrangements for joint working
with other CCGs/LA; and a reduction in non-pay expenditure due to
the impact of COVID. However, not all of the savings were recurrent
Savings anticipated from the proposed merger which is not now
going ahead would need to be found locally. The next steps required
an assessment of the opportunities for further savings including a
review of vacancies not yet recruited to; review options to
continue/expand joint working with other CCGs/LAs; review the cost
of Governing Body and review of CSU contracts.
RTU reported that there was still some way to go but there was
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29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

confidence the savings could be achieved. Information would be
brought back to the committee as it developed.
GGR commented that the committee was neither finance nor
performance oriented and how could it support achieving the savings
and the response was that the committee was given to opportunity to
recognise where the CCG had arrived at in terms of its staffing
establishment and to be aware of any future impact on staffing this
might have.
HDE asked about the pressure being put on existing staff where
posts had been slow to recruit querying whether the posts were
actually necessary and did the increased burden have a detrimental
effect on staff.
JTW responded that Covid19 has been a factor here as roles and
workloads had changed with people being reactive and flexible to the
changes required.
RTU mentioned a vacancy within the finance team that had been put
on hold during the pandemic as the role was to monitor acute
contracts. This was not required during the pandemic but would be
needed as we moved towards recovery. This situation was
replicated in other teams where roles were not required during
Covid19.
JTW reported that a vacancy scrutiny panel was held within SLT
regularly and any posts presented for approval were asked if there
was an opportunity to share the role with another CCG before any
decisions were made.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Forecast outturn against the Running
Cost allocation for 2020/21;
• Recurrent financial position against the
Running Cost allocation 2021/22;
• Further work required to ensure the CCG
is within the Running Cost allocation for
2020/22.
Further actions required:
• None identified.

D
D1
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.

ITEMS FOR INFORMATION
PEOPLE PLAN 2020/21
JTW brought the interim People Plan released in July explaining that a
permanent one was due however with Covid19 it had been decided to
present a one year plan under the circumstances.
The plan included a lot of recommendations and would form an agenda to
support transformation across the NHS for the next year.
Progress updates were listed within the report and highlighted. The
intention was to take the learning from Covid19 forward.
The plan aimed to address how the NHS needed people to work differently
focusing on equality and diversity with four 4 key themes.
More details would follow with guidance on how to take the plan forward.
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39.
40.

41.

42.
43.

44.

The ethos was that everyone belonged to the NHS and during Covid19 it
had been shown that things could be done differently and swiftly and the
intention was to build on this.
The supply of international recruits was to increase and there would be
investment in Health Education England.
The staff survey would be different this year. This would be circulated in
October and it was not known what feedback would be received. The hope
was that staff would feel the CCG had been fair and flexible while
communicating throughout the pandemic.
HDE asked if the wellbeing guardian had been appointed and was told that
this had not happened yet but it was in progress. HDE reported that from
attending webinars outside the CCG the common preference was to spend
3 days in the office and 2 at home.
SRO reported that bringing staff back into buildings causes problems in
terms of distancing with narrow pathways and small rooms etc.
GRO commented that staff were likely to have concerns around continuing
to work from home and support available for them and the logical scenario
would be a blended approach.
There was going to be a staff forum to discuss options in the near future.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the content of the report and
progress against the milestones,
notwithstanding the current COVID19
situation which may delay some future
work streams.
Further actions required:
• None identified

D2
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

HR PERFORMANCE REPORT
GRO provided an overview of the HR Performance report highlighting the
following:
The report covered April to June 2020 (Quarter 1) with no exception reports for
the period. FTE was up by 5 with more staff employed than at the beginning of
Covid19. The annual turnover of staff was 8.37% lower than the NHS average.
Sickness was at 2.1% for June with no cause for concern. The CCG was in 1st
place for completion of statutory and mandatory training at 94%.
SHO commented that the analysis of team was useful. It would be helpful for
Governing Body members to have a description of what teams do, some looked
similar to others such as corporate services and governance and the corporate
services team. GRO responded that if the team titles were out of date the table
would need to be revisited.
SHO commented that the CCG started with 72 members of staff and was now at
160 and was there an agreed establishment of staff total set at all.
RTU commented that establishments were agreed within team budgets and
these had evolved over time. Groups had moved into the CCG and
responsibilities had changed. Monitoring was against financial totals not
staffing numbers.
JTW asked if there was a correlation in the reduction of short term sickness and
staff working from home and the response was that this was the case. Rates
had dropped elsewhere also. People reported feeling too poorly to travel to
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work but were well enough to log in.
Action
Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the content of the report
Further actions required:
• List of team functions to be provided to
GB members;
• Revisit report to update team titles

D3
8.

Lead

Timescale

G Roberts

Dec 2020

G Roberts

Dec 2020

Status

On Dec 20
agenda;
On Dec 20
agenda.

HR RISK REGISTER
JTW spoke to the Risk Register stating that working with HDE and SHE the
Register was now up to date; the document was neater now and it was a live
doc for constant review and amending possibly monthly outside the meeting.
HDE commented that there had been a root and branch review thanking
members for their time and effort for the work put into the register.

9.

Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Satisfy itself that current control
measures and the progress of action
plans provide reasonable / significant
internal assurances of mitigation;
• Note the new addition to the HR Risk
Register for September 2020 (HR08)
and;
• Note the amendments made to specific
risk descriptors and scores and accept
the revised document as the correct
version going forward.
Further actions required:
• None identified

D4
10.

11.

D5
12.
13.

VSM SALARY UPDATE
JTW gave an update on the VSM salary status informing members that the
NHS Chief People Officer has advised that guidance would be available by
the end of September.
JTW would feedback to members once the guidance was received. Any
decision regarding an October meeting to discuss the guidance and
subsequent outcomes which may need to be approved at the November
Governing Body meeting would be emailed to members in due course.

NM PROPOSED MERGER UPDATE
Members were aware of the decision by NHSE not to approve the
proposed merger.
HDE asked about the impact this had on staff morale. JTW responded
that it was hard to measure with staff working remotely at the time. A
staff forum had been held and the chat was busy with staff expressing
shock and uncertainty as well dismay. The impact will be demonstrated
in staff turnover. SLT were aware of the need to communicate plans
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keeping staff involved to shape and influence how the CCG will evolve.
D6
14.

15.

D7
16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.
25.

STAFF LISTENING GROUP UPDATE
JTW informed members that a Staff Listening Group had been held
the previous week. The meeting had been dominated by Covid19
and returning to the office with risk assessments and staff appraisals
under discussion. Staff were engaged, feeding back issues from their
teams.
Feedback was that staff enjoyed working from home and felt more
productive although it did not suit everyone.
COVID – INTERNAL WORKFORCE RECOVERY PLANNING UPDATE
JTW delivered the Covid internal workforce recovery planning update
informing members that an internal staff recovery group met weekly
and a timetable had been set to get people back to work by October.
A phased approach was planned, blended to allow for social
distancing to work and with no external meetings. Each team would
manage its own rotas working to the business needs with a minimum
requirement of one day per week in the office for all staff.
All of this was proceeding with a clean desk policy and IT moves all
completed by the end of August. A deep clean was due to take place
at the end of September.
However, in light of recent developments and the increase in
Coronavirus outbreaks the timetable has been reviewed and any
decision regarding returning to the office has been postponed to
January 2021. Most other CCGs were considering a January return
and staff health and safety was the priority.
Any members of staff who were struggling at home could ask their
manager to review their home based risk assessment. The CCG
does not want people to be at home working with a laptop on their
knees; it had a responsibility to provide equipment to prevent staff
having problems. People had already been given permission to take
office chairs, keyboards and monitors etc. home. The CCG will
consider the purchase of desks on a case by case basis since
working from home is now likely to be for a prolonged period of time.
GGR asked how this married up with government guidance which
was to return to work. JTW responded that originally the plan was to
follow the guidance however given the local risks the delays were for
the safety of staff and the local population.
HDE clarified that any member of staff struggling for mental well
being could return to the office once risk assessed and providing
social distancing measures were followed.
GRO reported the Local Authorities had started bringing some staff
back into the office while NHSE were deferring a decision to April
2021.
GGR suggested that if the public sector didn’t return to work it would
be difficult to encourage other services and industries.
SRO asked about the cost of internet for those staff members who do
not have access at home. HDE commented that employers can
install internet for work purposes only. JTW informed members that
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26.

D8
27.

28.

staff had been directed to tax benefits available to them. The CCG
was not authorised to give tax advice.
It was noted that in the main staff come into the office when there are
IT problems or similar but are generally working well at home.
EQUALITY BRIEFING
JTW presented the updated equality briefing which had been updated since
the past meeting. The update included information regarding the BAME
network and the CCG was already achieving the recommended actions
included.
SRO asked about the replacement for Sam James when he leaves the
CCG on the BAME group. JTW responded that there was a potential
replacement and the criteria were being checked to ensure the replacement
was permitted.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note and pay ‘due regard’ to the COVID-19
Equality Brief v6.1.
Further actions required:
• None identified.

D9
29.
30.

MARS UPDATE
JTW reported that there had been no change to the Mutually Agreed
Resignation Scheme (MARS) as agreed at the last committee meeting.
8 people had applied to the scheme with 6 of those leaving the CCG at the
end of August. One person was due to leave in September but had
changed their mind. 1 person was due to finish in December making a total
of 7 staff left.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the contents of the report
Further actions required:
• None identified.

D10
31.

32.

33.

34.

BOARD EFFECTIVENESS
JTW reported that the CCG was starting to consider how to more
systematically measure its board effectiveness. A new values based
appraisal process had recently been introduced within the organisation,
which had been at previous board development sessions and this
committee.
The CCG needed to ensure the culture was aligned to the One Liverpool
Strategy, purpose and values. This would help to ensure a high impact
board.
Work would be carried out in manageable chunks looking at a 360 degree
process by teams to triangulate the impact across teams looking how
boards operate. Groups of people would be approached to work on each
area and this was just considering board effectiveness.
HDE suggested considering the chair process as had been discussed
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35.

36.

37.

E
38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

previously. JTW reported that other CCGs had been looked at and there
didn’t appear to be a robust process similar to what was described. There
was a process at LHCH which could be useful as a starting point. Using a
360 process would include the Chair.
GGR commented that we wanted to avoid the Chair appraising the AO and
the AO appraising the Chair, it was poor governance. It is within the remit
of this committee to ensure appraisals are done correctly.
HDE stated that there was a need to ensure appropriate systems and
processes were in place to include the appraisal of all of the board. It
should include a 360 degree review, managed carefully and people on the
receiving end needed to be open to what might come back.
GRO commented that managing expectations was an issue. HDE agreed
stating it could become a difficult situation when a person cannot deal with
feedback.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
HDE commented that in the role of FTSU guardian no referrals had come
through to her and she wondered if this was correct. Were there matters
that had not reached the FTSU guardian or no concerns at all. GRO
responded that within the CCG issues were likely to be picked up via the
staff survey and no concerns had been raised the previous year although
this may change this year given the pandemic. One issue had been picked
up at an exit interview but the individual chose not to progress the issue.
HDE stated that it would be helpful to be kept informed of the issue from
the exit interview to ensure she had the awareness for the role.
In reflecting on the meeting members agreed that they had stuck to time
better. It was agreed that Stephen Hendry should be invited to the next
meeting.
GGR suggested members who we located in areas of poor broadband
reception switch off the video cameras. The discussion was good and
constructive.
RTU reported that the remuneration framework was due for review in
September. This would be refreshed and circulated virtually for comments
then would come to the next meeting for noting.
There was no other business, the meeting closed.
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ISSUES CONSIDERED
2020

A1

WELCOME
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1.

GGR welcomed all those present to the meeting noting that business would be conducted
on the assumption that members had read all papers ahead of the meeting.

A2
2.

A3
3.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

HDE declared an interest with the connection to Mersey Care. MSM and FLE declared an
interest as Practice GPs with regard to the LQIS Schemes and ARRS Funding. RBA
declared an interest with regard to ARRS Funding and LQIS Schemes. There were no
additional declarations reported for noting other than those already listed on the LCCG
register.

A4
4.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

The apologies for absence received for this meeting were detailed above.

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 18 AUGUST 2020.

The minutes of the previous meeting held on 18th August 2020 were accepted as an
accurate record.
Action
Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Approve the minutes of the previous
meeting
Further actions required:
• Update minutes in line with discussions

A5
5.

Lead

D Richardson

Timescale

ASAP

Status

Completed

ACTION LOG

The action log was discussed with the following points made:
1)
Item 1 and 2 regarding business rates would be responded to by the
Finance team. Items closed.
2)
Item 3 Primary Care Network Prescribing CRES Programme (PCCC
05/20):
MBA reported that there was a need to look at schemes and plans
across the wider CCG network to see if there are any opportunities
to make savings. This would be picked up internally. The item would
be closed.
3)
Items 4 and 5 were on the meeting agenda.
Action
Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the progress with previous action
points.
Further actions required:
• Update the action log in line with
discussions.

B
6.

Lead

D Richardson

Timescale

ASAP

Status

Completed

UPDATES
No updates

C

GOVERNANCE

C1

PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING RISK REGISTER
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.

CMO delivered the updated Risk Register for the committee which outlined key updates
in each directorate and had one new risk added around flu vaccination schedule. The
format of the risk register would be changing across the organisation for the next meeting
PCCC0.8: Commission for better health outcomes. FLE queried the information regarding
medicines shortages and advised this is not acceptable. JLU advised she is attending the
Performance meeting next week and will update this meeting and expand on the
information in the Risk Register. This is an evolving piece of work and more detail will
follow.
RBA asked for the COVID-19 vaccine to be added as a risk. It is likely GPs will play a big
part in administration. 1) Would it be available before the end of the flu season and 2) if
the vaccine requires 2 administrations this would have an impact on everything else
Practices did. CMO advised she would add this into the Flu Vaccination Programme.
HDE sought clarity on the rating of the new risk suggesting that if the stock was already
low was there more that could be done. In response she was told that a letter was to go
to GPs informing them how to order more supplies.
RBA advised that in a meeting across the Cheshire and Merseyside ‘flu team we were
looking at the process of getting additional ‘flu vaccines. However we were advised that
there is more than enough vaccines for 65yrs + and/or those who are on the GP’s at risk
file. Age groups 50yrs – 64 yrs. could be challenging.
CMA questioned if we need to put workforce as an item on the Risk Register with regard
to Phlebotomy Services and staff capacity.
JLE advised the number of risks were NHSE dependent. The CCG can put mitigations in
place but some are outside of our control.
PCCC0.6: VAT commented on the Frailty Risk. The Risk Register indicates that the item
has been stood down but in July it was stepped up again. To be added on again.
PCCC0.9 Commission for Better Health Outcomes: VAT commented we have not been
involved in the assessment of Recovery Plans for GP SOPs.
PCCC0.7 Commission for Better Health Outcomes: PFI led a discussion on the Interim
CD at SWAGGA and the recruitment process asking if this could be a risk – CDs are
overwhelmed by the amount of work and are over-extending themselves.
MSM advocated identifying workforce as a risk in particularly GPs, although the workforce
risk could be broken down into sub-sections. Discussion took place regarding staff
leaving and gaps being left with RBA commenting that no one is indispensable and the
risks shouldn’t be personality dependent. The fact someone has resigned was
immaterial, someone else would fill the post regardless.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Note the contents and updates to risks for
the commissioning of General Practice;
Further actions required:
• Update register in line with discussions;

18.
19.

C Mould

December
2020

On PCCC Dec
20 Agenda.

D

PERFORMANCE

D1

PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE CONTRACTING AND
FINANCE REPORT

VAT delivered the Primary Care Commissioning Contracting and Finance report on the
assumption that members had read all papers ahead of the meeting and highlighted;
Page 32: Publication of GP income statements. 30 Practices have failed to comply with
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20.

21.

22.

23.
24.

25.
26.

27.

the October deadline. The next stage is to proceed to a formal request outlining the
contractual requirements.
Page 36: Partnership Changes. 2 Practices informed the LCCG after changes had
occurred. Boundary changes: Going through consultation process with a practice wishing
to extend their current boundary.
Page 37: Contract sanctions. We have received further information from the practice
involved and the information will be evaluated in accordance with CCG governance
processes.
Page 42: Local Enhanced Services. As updated in the previous Finance PCCC paper, the
Senior Leadership of the CCG has agreed an alternative approach to ensure a minimum
income guarantee for LES scheme activity in 2020/21 which may be affected by reduced
activity during the COVID period and reflects the national guidance received. The City
Council has also proposed a variation of this approach for the schemes they fund with a
tapering of income mitigation across the quarters of the year. The full detail of the
approach for each scheme is documented in Appendix 2 and PCCC are asked to note the
approach and the financial impact that this gives the CCG. For schemes that are required
to continue as normal during COVID or there is no activity based assessment, there is no
change to the historic payment approach.
MBA advised there are receipt for top ups of variances – no real change in the report.
RBA queried how the CCG is planning to address the financial effect had on Practices
with COVID-19 costs have been incurred since March 2020, given that here does not
appear to be a national solution to deal with this.
Virtual ward in the Community: RBA advised that without the resources in place this
cannot be run as it should be. HDE queried if any additional funding has been sourced.
MBA advised the CCG had received a financial envelope and it is expected locally there
will be a difference of £11m between the envelope given and that which is forecast to be
spent. Different models have been used to forecast spend and it is unclear what we will
be asked to do. The Performance and Quality paper will give more details.
MSM commented the telehealth-pathway has gone live and it will be rolled out across a
broader footprint. Patients will be referred and GPs can refer to remote monitoring.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• The Committee is asked to:
• Notes the performance of the CCG in
delivery of Primary Care Medical
commissioned services.
• Note the control measures and the CCG
approach to gain assurance.
• Notes the forecast financial positon for
2020/21 as at August 2020 (Month 5)
with particular acknowledgement of the
approach to LES payments
Further actions required:
• None identified

D2
28.

29.

PRIMARY CARE PERFORMANCE MATRIX

SJA delivered the Primary Care Performance Matrix due to replace the 2019-21 GP
Specification KPIs based around the phase 3 and QOF guidance. SJA advised following
last Committee when we had a conversation about streamlining KPIs and focusing on a
few, we have come up with and propose to focus on sub-set of KPIs to take forward.
SJA asked the Committee to note this paper relates to the transfer of the GP Specification
KPIs to a new set of KPIs, plus the new QOF requirements. In addition to this GP
practices are required to deliver the new Core Contract and PCN DES requirements that
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30.

31.
32.

33.

34.

35.

36.
37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

went live on the 1st October 2020
The Performance Indicators being focused on:
o Learning Disabilities Annual Health Check (target 75%)
o Physical health checks for people with SMI (target 60%)
o Flu vaccination and immunisation (combined target 90%)
o Cervical screening uptake (QOF guidance 45-80%)
o Flu vaccinations (target 70-77%)
o Long term condition reviews
o Dementia Prevalence Rate (target 0.6%)
SJA advised that those practices showing no signs of progress will be asked to submit a
Recovery Plan.
RBA thanked SJA for the report stating that expectations were realistic however the
phase 3 letter was not realistic. The letter implied the pandemic was over when people
expected second and further waves. Practices were struggling to pick up on work it had
been unable to complete in the first lockdown and this would all have a knock on effect.
There was an ask for a degree of understanding and support for practices where there
may be problems and areas did not want to fall over.
FLE commented that there is not an even distribution of deprivation or population across
the City, therefore how does this matrix / plan help us to do what we need to i.e. support
deprived Practices?
SJA responded advising there needs to be a conversation at PCN level, with the CCG
and the practices engaging to assess current situation and where we can support most. If
not a blanket approach would be used which would not be conducive, especially to
supporting long term conditions.
CMO advised these are key priorities over the next 6 months and encouraged the
Committee to look at not just the GPs managing it all but to look at it collectively and
provide support system-wide; to think about new initiatives, schemes and programmes
across all areas of the community who could come together and support where most
needed.
MSM enquired if Mersey Care were now accepting routine referrals for Dementia
diagnosis. FLE agreed to check and report back to the next meeting. Action: FLE.
SJA advised the LCCG Population Portal is up and running and the BI team are being
trained how to use and update it. The Portal and its data will be able to support front-line
delivery and be used across the CCG operationally.
MSM queried the extent to which the community sectors engage with us. MBA advise we
make sure that are assessing return on investment and spending in the best possible
way. One Liverpool has a long-term plan and is focused on long term delivery and
Indicators.
JLE agreed with RBA in that the paper is realistic in areas and more focused towards
Performance Improvement than Performance Management. There is much we can be
doing with the community – coordinating and sharing information effectively. We cannot
have a ‘one size fits all’ for Liverpool and there has to be differential investment. By being
pragmatic and reasonable we can support and do the best we can this year.
CMA led a discussion with regard to the Cervical Screening figures in March 2020 and
asked if the data in the report is current. SAL advised that the latest data we have is from
July 2020. At the time of writing the report it was the newest and most available data.
Data is provided routinely and used to feedback to this committee.
RBA suggested it is not about ‘throwing money’ at people but more to ensure that money
is spent and getting to the local population. Social prescribers and care navigators require
differential targeting.
PFI suggested we need to be pragmatic and reasonable and support the whole system to
get through the remainder of this year and as such for the time being should be about
Performance Improvement.
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Action

Lead

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• To note this paper relates to the transfer
of the GP Specification KPIs to a new set
of KPIs, plus the new QOF requirements
Further actions required:
• Clarify if MCFT were accepting dementia
referrals routinely.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

F Lemmens

E

STRATEGY AND COMMISSIONING

E1

ARRS Funding sign off process

Timescale

Dec 2020

Status

On PCCC Dec
20 Agenda.

SPO reported expanding the workforce is a top priority for primary care. The Additional
Roles Reimbursement Scheme (ARRS) provides financial reimbursement for Primary
Care Networks (PCNs) to build workforce capacity. Liverpool CCG have a responsibility
to support PCNs plan and utilise their allocation of funding in order to minimise the
proportion of available funding that will be lost.
In order to ensure all funding is utilised, each PCN has to agree their estimated
Unclaimed Funding amount and on doing so, will no longer have the right to claim the
Unclaimed Funding meaning other PCNs within the LCCG’s boundary will have an
opportunity to bid for it. The commissioner is responsible for indicating when and how
PCNs may bid.
Initial Liverpool CCG submitted workforce plans have indicated PCNs will utilise
£3,462,701 of their £4,357,246 allocation, (79%) by the end of 20/21 financial year. For
some PCNs the Covid pandemic response has delayed recruitment schedules, thus
resulting in the identified underspend.
Mitigation: Liverpool CCG and Liverpool Network Alliance Leadership Team are engaging
Clinical Directors and supporting workforce planning exercises to help PCNs plan and
utilise their allocation of funding. Liverpool Network Alliance has engaged a number of
local NHS providers around hosting opportunities to support PCNs in utilising their
allocated funding.
Whilst agreeing to Unclaimed Funding, a number of PCNs have indicated their intention
to utilise their 2020/21 financial entitlement, which is reflected in the ‘Agreed Unclaimed
Funding’ section of table.
As Unclaimed Funding allocated to a successful bidding PCN relates only to the period
from the date the PCN is notified to 31 March 2021, there is a need to ensure bids are
assessed in a timely manner and in accordance with the specification criteria, thus limiting
the amount of lost Unclaimed Funding. However, in order to assess bids, the CCG
needed to agree to such a request and identify a team to undertake assessment of
submitted PCN bids, as close to the submission deadline of 5th October as possible.
Mitigation: The form was design is to be as simple as possible whilst being aligned to the
specification requirements, thus providing the commissioner with the information required
to assess bids in accordance with the criteria set out in the specification.

PCN
North
Liverpool First
Aintree
Swagga
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Indicative spend
(£) per role (20/21)
498,348
274,804
279,071
346,879

Estimated Unclaimed
Funding (£)
81,119
1805
12,861
398,944

Agreed Unclaimed
Funding (£)
20,979
5,902
10
192,988

6

Childwall &
Wavertree
Care
Enterprise
iGPC
Anfield &
Everton
Central
Liverpool
Picton
Estimated
amount lost
to PCNs

264,327

57,720

43,153

91,059
347,416

173,869
-45

-5122
-45

297,389

41,710

41,710

773,356
290,053

13,640
00.00 *

1384
110,230 *

894,546

304, 374 (*414, 604)

Picton Unclaimed funding total not agreed due to template issue. LCCG agreement to
utilise funding confirmed.
50.
51.

52.

53.

54.
55.

56.

57.
58.

59.

60.
61.
62.

63.

As no formal bids were received from PCNs in relation to Unclaimed Funding, the
identified team were stepped down.
SPO advised the committee that the LNA and CCG have done a lot of work to help
networks spend their entitlement. Until COVID-19 the network was working hard and
during COVID-19 working in the background to ensure it is still moving forward.
Any unclaimed funding submitted by the PCNs for workforce intentions has been
reviewed by Cheshire and Mersey who have supported the CCG’s approach to recruit
broadly.
Any PCN can bid for unclaimed funding and there is a form and process in place. The
form went to SLT on 28th September 2020 as it had to be reviewed due to timing issues.
SLT feedback was to make sure we are addressing and support health inequalities.
SPO reported that no PCNs put bids in. However there is a need for a process to be in
place for future runs.
RBA commented it is crucially important to ensure that any unclaimed monies are spent.
The system is designed to try and help important services and workforce and we need to
make sure the PCNs have the resources to function to the best of their ability.
MSM asked what exactly is the CCG looking for the money to be spent on? Workforce?
We all understand that we need as many people as possible to get the work done that
needs doing.
PFI commented we need to ensure the money is spent and not wasted, and do our
utmost to ensure the money is wisely invested and facilitated.
JLE advised the CCG will work as flexibly as we can within the rules to retain the
unclaimed monies. We will consider all options and benefits the added resource can bring
and make best use of it. It needs to be directed to those in the greatest of need.
HDE commented that this came to light just as the pandemic broke out and perhaps
people had been extremely busy focusing on managing the situation and this had not
been a priority at the time.
SPO advised it is about bringing workforce in, training, support, making it the best place
to work and retaining the staff.
JLE reiterated the CCG will do what we can within our limitations.
CMO advised the CCG is putting as much resource in as we can and it is not always
‘easy’ to spend money particularly in a pandemic looking at and reviewing workforce
strategies and plans.
RBA commented management support and/or project management support is an issue.
Not all PCNs have it and in some cases those that haven’t do not realise they need it.
RBA questioned if it was possible to second staff from network to another – especially
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looking at the Indicators highlighted today. CMO advised she will engage with NHSE to
clarify and feedback.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
a) Note the requirements relating to PCN
Additional Roles planning and
redistribution of Additional Roles
Reimbursement Scheme Funding
b) Approve the process and application
form.
Further actions required:
• None identified

E2
64.
65.

LQIS SCHEMES 2021-22

SJA advised the CCG has been undertaking a review and looking at schemes reviewing
how they stand against national guidance.
A number of current Local Enhanced Services (LES) schemes have been operational
since 2008 and were originally developed within Liverpool Primary Care Trust. At its
meeting in September 2020, the Primary Care Commissioning Committee approved the
recommendation to discontinue the scheme for Impaired Glucose Regulation as this is
now duplicated in the Quality and Outcomes Framework. The meeting was also advised
that the following schemes were under review.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

ABPI
H. Pylori
Minor surgery injection
Minor surgery excision
Homeless scheme
Gonadorelin therapy
Near patient testing
Asylum seekers and refugees
Travelling community

The review included consideration of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

66.

The evidence-base supporting the schemes
Current data collected to determine if it enables evaluation of whether the scheme
delivers the intended outcomes; and whether funding is linked to the outcomes
Financial, quality and equality impacts
Monitoring arrangements
Initial recommendations were circulated to relevant GP and programme leads for
comment; and took account of previous work which had been done on some
schemes. This feedback has informed the recommendations.
The working document which incorporates background information, details from the
discussions and other comments is attached as Appendix 1. Appendices 2 & 3 are
the documents embedded within Appendix 1 and provide additional information.

The outcome of the review recommends some schemes for discontinuation and others for
continuation with revised metrics. Commissioning via Primary Care Networks rather than
individual practices is recommended for consideration on some schemes.
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The following schemes are recommended for DISCONTINUATION;
• Ankle Brachial Pressure Index (ABPI)
• Helicobacter Pylori
• Homeless
The following schemes are recommended for continuation with REVISED METRICS;
• Minor surgery – injections
• Minor surgery – excisions
• Gonadorelin
• Near-patient testing
• Asylum seekers/refugees
• Travelling community
The CCG will establish a Task & Finish Group with the remit of:
October & November 2020:
• Revision of specifications
• Definition of metrics
• Definition of systems to capture and report data
December 2020 – March 2021:
• Finalise specifications (drafts to be brought to Primary Care Commissioning
Committee’s December meeting for agreement)
• Propose performance monitoring process
• Propose payment mechanisms
• Agree contracts
The CCG has allocated officers from the planning, business intelligence, contracts, finance,
digital, performance, programmes, clinical and medicine optimisation leads; and from the
Provider Alliance team supporting PCN development.
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to nominate any additional members
to represent it at the Task & Finish group meetings.
67.

68.

69.
70.

71.
72.

73.

74.

RBA queried what the CCG aimed to achieve with regard to its plans for the homeless
and how the CCG wanted to achieve them. It was hoped the service would not be
destabilised.
SJA concurred stating it was not intended to destabilise any services – how though do we
refine this best to meet the population’s needs? We are not saying it should be delivered
at PCN level but Practice level.
MBA extended a big thank you to SJA and his team for all the hard work that has gone
into these reports.
MSM queried if now is the right time to be thinking about testing the effectiveness of a
new model? SJA responded advising that there is a need to start to think about it and this
is the reason this paper has been brought to the Committee today for discussion. It may
be that the unknown and uncertainties mean that it isn’t taken any further, however it
does need to be discussed.
MSM suggested the CCG choose 2 or 3 schemes to explore.
JLE gave the go-ahead to start to explore the recommendations on the paper and if it is
not the right time to move forward we will explore a more appropriate one. If this is now or
in 6 months is irrelevant.
PGU advised the CCG is keen to start commissioning from 2021 and as a CCG we need
a process in place to enable it to be explored. JLE concurred and reiterated the plan’s goahead.
FLE suggested that we must ensure ewe all learn from each other on everything we are
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doing.
The Committee is happy to approve the paper.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• Approve the recommendation to
discontinue the current LES schemes
for Ankle Brachial Pressure Index
(ABPI) testing; Helicobacter pylori
testing; and the homeless scheme,
with effect from 31 March 2021.
• Approve the recommendation to
continue the schemes for minor
surgery injection; minor surgery
excision; Gonadorelin therapy; nearpatient testing; asylum
seekers/refugees; and travelling
community, with changes to the
metrics and monitoring processes,
with effect from 31 March 2021.
• Explore the opportunity of
commissioning the Gonadorelin
therapy and near-patient testing
schemes through Primary Care
Networks, with effect from 31 March
2021.
• Nominate any additional members to
the Task and Finish Group
progressing this work.
Further actions required:
• None identified

E3
76.
77.

78.

79.

80.

PHLEBOTOMY LQIS

DHO delivered the Phlebotomy LQIS highlighting that capacity concerns for phlebotomy
provision across the city remain as we head towards winter and Covid cases increase.
Risk mitigations have been actioned. These include Mersey Care having over
established its workforce, continued promotion of Hunter Street drive through, and
Liverpool University Foundation Hospital Trust has mobilised the phlebotomy drive
through service at the Jeffrey Humble site. Liverpool CCG has also approved and offered
a short term Local Quality Incentive scheme to General Practice for Phlebotomy, however
take has been low.
The situation is fast moving. Additional mitigating actions are required in readiness for a
potential fall in capacity of Mersey Care (or increase in demand) to ensure phlebotomy
capacity was maximised and prioritised throughout the oncoming months.
It is proposed that Liverpool CCG introduce an addendum to the existing Local Quality
Improvement Scheme for Phlebotomy (Covid) to incentivise practices to take up the
scheme and maximise phlebotomy capacity during a period of increased pressure. The
addendum would be triggered in response to a fall in capacity of the commissioned
community phlebotomy service. The aim of the scheme will remain to meet the original
capacity gap of 3000 bloods per week.
This proposal is to offer practices an additional payment of 25p per weighted head of
population as an incentive to take up the Phlebotomy LQIS. This will be a one off
payment, paid at the end of the contract term and based on a minimum delivery
threshold. The cost of this additional incentive addendum would be £150,440, assuming
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81.

82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

all practices take up the offer. The intention would be to discontinue the service by quarter
4 giving 3 months’ notice. There would be no payment in quarter 4. The service was a
duplication of what is require within the core quality outcomes framework. It would be
easy to work through the discontinuation however there were implications with regard to
income.
DHO advised at the moment the demand for Phlebotomy in the Community is not
exceeding capacity. It is proposed to put in additional funding to practices to support the
Phlebotomy Services, with the practices to achieve at least 30% of a minimum number of
bloods taken on a daily basis.
PFI asked if this is only likely to be triggered in certain circumstances. Equally if the need
lessens will the Practices still get the monies?
DHO confirmed that the Practices will keep the monies as promised as per this
addendum.
PFI queried if the CCG are going to advise the Practices that this may be a possibility on
the future?
DHO advised it would remain in place until 31st March 2021 and there would be an
agreement put in place for the immediate wave and immediate future.
DHO confirmed that at this moment in time we wouldn’t be telling Practices. It is not a
reaction to the COVID-19 spike. It is more a system-based understanding.
MSM commented that Practices should be told now.
RBA suggested introducing it now and see what happens. It is understood it is not
designed to replace any system but to augment.
DHO asked to take this opportunity to formally thank RBA for his support in assisting the
CCG; where we are now is in no small part thanks to his input and help.
90. Members agreed to support the proposal.
Action

Lead

Timescale

Status

Recommendations approved by the
committee, namely:
• To consider and approve the introduction
of an addendum to the Phlebotomy Covid
LQIS (Aug-Mar 21) to be introduced
should it be required triggered by capacity
challenges.
Further actions required:
• None identified.

G
91.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS

No other items of business were discussed. The meeting closed.
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